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A B S T R A C T
The classical Szasz-Muntz theorem says that for /  £  L2([0 ,1]) and {7Jfc}fcLi a 
strictly increasing sequence of positive integers ,
f  00 1
/  xnj f (x)dx =  0 Vj  ^  /  =  0 V  —  =  00.
I
We have generalized this theorem to compactly supported functions on 9?n and to an 
interesting class of nilpotent Lie groups. On we rephrased the condition above 
on an integral against a monomial as a condition on the derivative of the Fourier 
transform / .  For compactly supported f  this transform has an entire extension to 
complex n-space, and these derivatives are coefficients in a Taylor series expansion 
of / .
In  the nilpotent Lie groups case there are several possible choices for the equiv­
alent of a Fourier transform: the operator valued transform, the m atrix coefficients 
for the operator transform relative to a basis of an infinite dimensional Hilbert 
space, and finally the trace transform. We have proven a Szasz-Muntz theorem for 
the m atrix coefficients on groups that have a fixed polarizer for the representations 
in general position. For groups w ith flat orbits and a fixed radical for the repre­
sentations in general position, we have proven a Szasz-Miintz theorem for the trace 
transform.
Our work here is inspired by recent work on Paley-Wiener theorems on nilpo­
tent Lie groups. Moss [1] proved a Paley-Wiener theorem on groups with a fixed
iv
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polarizer for the generic representations. Park [2] extended these results to two and 
three step groups. Lipsman and Rosenberg [3] have proven a Paley-Wiener theorem 
for the matrix coefficients on any simply connected nilpotent Lie group.
As part of the proof of the Szasz-Muntz theorem for m atrix coefficients we 
construct a new basis in a nilpotent Lie algebra, which we call an almost strong 
Malcev basis. This new basis has many of the features of a strong Malcev basis, 
although it can be used to pass through subalgebras which are not ideals. Almost 
strong Malcev basis have the nice property that they are unique up to the original 
strong Malcev basis.
v
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C H A P T E R  1 
B A C K G R O U N D  M A T E R IA L
In  this chapter we present, without proof, background material for nilpotent 
representation theory needed for this dissertation. An excellent reference for farther 
reading on this subject is [7]. The first section deals with nilpotent Lie groups, the 
Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula (which is not peculiar to nilpotent Lie groups 
but has a stronger statement in this context), and Malcev bases. The second sec­
tion covers topics related to representation theory such as unitary equivalence, irre­
ducible representations and the unitary dual of a group. The third section deals with 
the elements of nilpotent representation theory: polarizing subalgebras, Kirillov’s 
wonderful work on the equivalence classes of unitary, irreducible representations, 
and other topics related to coadjoint orbits. The third section will deal with the 
more specialized material germain to this paper. Topics such as matrix coefficients, 
the trace transform, and parameterizing representations, all of which are integral 
parts of this paper, will be discussed there.
1.1 N ilp o te n t L ie  Groups
We w ill start out with the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula. So let 0  be a 
Lie group with corresponding Lie algebra g. The exponential map exp : g -y  0  is 
the correspondence between tangent vectors to 0  and one parameter subgroups of 
0 . The Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula is a formula for computing the group
1
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multiplication using the Lie algebra bracket relations:
exp(X)exp(Y) =  exp(X +  Y  +  i[X,y] + i[X[Jr,K]] -  [̂y[X,y]] + ...).
We will make extensive use of this formula in chapter 3 when we are computing the 
action of representions using right translation.
In any Lie algebra g we may define the descending central series
0(1), gW , g(3), . . .  by the relations:
0(1 )  =  0
gb) _  [gW-l ) |fl]
where [g^“ l \g ]  is taken to be the span of all the vectors of the form [X,Y]  with 
X  G and Y  G 0. A  nilpotent Lie algebra is a Lie algebra whose descending
central series terminates at {0} after a finite number of steps. I f  m is the smallest 
number such that g(m) ^  {0} then we call g m-step nilpotent. A  nilpotent Lie group 
will be a group whose Lie algebra is nilpotent. It  turns out that for a Lie group 
this is equivalent to the standard definition from group theory of a nilpotent group. 
Simply connected nilpotent Lie groups have the nice property that the exponential 
map is a diffeomorphism onto the whole group 0 .
An ideal in g is a subalgebra f) such that for any X  G f),[X,Y] 6 f] for any 
Y  G 0. Now let { X i , ... , X n} be a vector space basis for g. This basis w ill be 
called weak Malcev if  for each 1 <  j <  n the vector space 3?—sp an {X i,. . . ,  X j }  is 
a subalgebra of g (Here sp a n {X i,. . .  ,X j }  means the real span of the vectors 
X \ , . . . , X j ) .  I f  in addition each such subalgebra is an ideal, the basis is called
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
strong Malcev. A  basis X  for g w ill be said to pass through a subalgebra fj of g if  
the first k vectors of the basis form a basis for f) (where k is the dimension of fj). 
When talking about nilpotent Lie groups a basis is almost always taken to be at 
least weak Malcev. Strong Malcev bases are generally preferable to weak Malcev 
bases, however if one is forced to take a basis passing through a subalgebra that 
is not an ideal, a strong Malcev basis cannot be used. Also notice that Malcev 
bases are ordered bases. In  chapter 3 we construct a basis, which we call almost 
strong Malcev, through subalgebras (not necessarily ideals) that have a lot of the 
merits of a strong Malcev basis including a nice m ultiplication that comes from 
the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula. These basis are unique up to the choice of 
original strong Malcev basis.
1.2 R epresentation T h eo ry
Before we can talk about the Kirillov model, which is the core of nilpotent rep­
resentation theory, we need some definitions. A representation 7T is a homomorpism 
of a group G  into the space of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H * . H *. 
is called the modeling space for 7r. In  our case G w ill be a separable nilpotent Lie 
group and H *  w ill be a separable Hilbert space. A  continuous representation % is 
a representation such that:
||7T(sn ) ( O - 7 r ( z ) ( O | | - > 0
as xn —»• x  for all f  G H*-. The representation % w ill be called unitary if 7r is a 
homomorphism into £ /(H x), the space of unitary operators on H T. H*. does not
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
have to be infinite dimensional: the characters
c ,s e » "
are (continuous)representations of 9£n in the space of unitary operators on C , for 
any L Here i s  means the dot product of the vectors I, s. Note that if you use 
complex I you lose the unitary condition. The characters are important in the 
theory of inducing representations on nilpotent Lie groups, and they play a central 
role in Fourier transforms. This is no coincidence, as we w ill soon see.
Two representations ir and a  on the same group G  w ill be said to be 
unitarily equivalent if  there is a unitary operator A: H T —► such that
A( tt(x )) =  a(x)(A),  Vx €  G.
The operator A  is called an intertwining operator.
Let 7r be a representation on the group G acting on the space H * . A  subspace 
K  of H ff is said to be invariant under the action of it if
n ( x ) : K - + K ,  V x e G .
The representation 7r is said to be irreducible if the only closed invariant sub­
spaces of H *. are the zero subspace or H *  itself. Reducible representations (repre­
sentations that are not irreducible) can be thought of as representations that are 
acting on a space that is too big for them.
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The dual object G of the group G is the collection of equivalence classes, under 
unitary equivalence, of irreducible unitary representations on the group G. For 
the n-dimensional Euclidean space this collection is the collection of characters 
{x t\l  €  » n}. So n n 2  » n.
From a representation theory point of view the Euclidean Fourier transform
/(«) = J  J ' u-f(s)ds 
R"
is an integral over the group 0  =  9fcn. The inverse transform
f (s)  =  J  e - 2iriisf(£)d£
R"
is really an integral over the dual object of 3?n. This observation is very helpful in 
understanding Fourier transforms on Lie groups.
1.3 K irillo v  T h eo ry
In  this section we w ill present a brief overview of nilpotent representation theory 
leading up to K irillov’s classification of 0  as being isomorphic to g* /Ad*(<8). We 
will start w ith radicals and polarizing subalgebras, proceed to co-adjoint orbits, and 
finish up with the K irillov model.
Let £ €  fl* (here g* is the linear dual of g as a vector space). The radical of £, 
denoted r*, is the subalgebra of all vectors X  such that l[X,  Y] =  0 for every Y  in 
g. A polarizing subalgebra mi for I must satisfy two properties:
1) For any X ,Y  G m *, we must have £[X, Y]  =  0.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2) mg. must have the maximum possible dimension, among all subalgebras 
satisfying property 1. This dimension is ^(dim (g) +  d im (r*)).
I t  is known from linear algebra that if we treat g as a vector space polarizing 
subspaces of g exist [11]. It  is a theorem of Vergne’s [6] that polarizing subalgebras 
of g exist as a Lie algebra.
Polarizing subalgebras are not unique. For example let fj =  — span{Z, Y , X }
be the Heisenberg algebra, with all nonzero bracket relations generated by the 
condition [X,Y]  =  Z. Then the subalgebras spanned by the vectors { Z , Y }  and 
{Z , X } respectively are both (abelian) polarizing subalgebras for the dual vector 
£ =  Z* from the standard dual basis.
Polarizing subalgebras are important in the construction of unitary irreducible 
representations on a nilpotent Lie group. To see why we need to introduce the idea of 
inducing representations. So let fi be a closed subgroup of 0 , and let 7r:fj —*• H*. be 
a unitary representation of fi. We can pump x  up to a representation a =  Ind®(Tr) 
of 0  by the following method:
Let dx be a Haar measure on 0 , and let fi \  0  denote the set of all left cosets 
fig. Let dx be any right 0  — invariant measure on fi \  0 . We w ill not require that 
fi is normal in 0 .
Model a  on the Hilbert space
H ff =  { / : 0 - > H , | / ( / ig ) = x ( / i ) / ( ^ ) V / ie ^ ,  f  \\f(x)\\2dx <  oo}
*5\0
by defining (cr(x)(f))(y) =  f (yx)  for /  e  H ff and x ,y  € 0 .
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R em arks. 1) Since w is unitary the map
<£: 55 \  0  - *  C
defined by
<f>(x ) =  (/(* )>  £ (*))
is well defined on 55 \  0  cosets. Here (•, •) =  (•, -)h,  is the inner product on H * . 
Notice that (f {hx) ,g{hx)) =  (n(h)f(x),n(h)g(x)) =  {f(x) ,g(x)) .
2) By property 1 we may define an inner product on H a by
( f , 9 ) =  [  (f(x),g(x))dx.
*5\«
W ith this inner product is a Hilbert space.
Part of the Kirillov theory is that all of the irreducible unitary representations 
on a simply connected nilpotent Lie group are obtained up to unitary equivalence 
by inducing characters of subgroups. The characters arise as follows. Let Xe(x ) =  
e2vU(iog{x)) for i  g g* The trick is that you must induce from a polarizing subgroup 
M  (the subgroup corresponding to a polarizing subalgebra m ). The polarizing 
subalgebras are used because of the two properties of polarizers outlined above. 
The first property ensures that x t  will be a homomorphism on M,  and hence a 
character. Property 2, the maximal dimension property, ensures that resulting 
representation w ill be irreducible.
Above we mentioned that polarizing subalgebras are not unique. Another part 
of the Kirillov theory says if you induce from two different polarizers for the same £
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
the resulting representions are equivalent. For the final aspect of the Kirillov theory 
we need some information about co-adjoint orbits.
Define the adjoint map Ad: 0  —> Aut(g) as the derivative of inner automor­
phism, a x, at the identity of 0 . That is for each x  6  0  we define Ad(x)  by the 
equation
exp(Ad(x)Y)  =  xexp{Y)x~x =  a x{exp{Y)).
The co-adjoint map is defined in terms of the adjoint map: Ad*(x): g* —► g* is 
defined by
=  H A d { x - l )(Y))
for each x 6  0 .
Kirillov theory says that for £, I' 6  g* the representations 7r* and 7r*», induced 
by the characters Xii Xi' respectively, are equivalent if and only if  £ and £' come 
from the same A d *(0 ) orbit in g. Thus there exists a one to one correspondence 
between 0  and g */A d *(0 ). Naturally coadjoint orbits are an im portant topic in 
represention theory on nilpotent Lie groups. I t ’s a topic we explore in more detail 
in the next section.
1.4 M o re  Advanced Topics
The main goal of this paper is to prove a Szasz-Muntz theorem for m atrix coef­
ficients and for the trace transform (on certain classes of nilpotent Lie groups). I t  is 
the purpose of this section to introduce m atrix coefficients and the trace transform.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
F ix  I E g*, and let 7r* be the unitary irreducible representation corresponding 
to £, modeled in the Hilbert space H ** . For f , g  E and for
consider the bilinear map
Bv (f ,g)  — J  (p(x)(ire(x)f,g)dx.
9
Since this map is linear and continuous in g, the Riesz representation theorem 
guarantees that there is a vector ne(<p)(f) E H ** such that
<6
That is 7T£(yj):Hw< -> is a continuous linear operator which we w ill call 
the operator valued Fourier transform of <p. The inner product (7Te(<p)(f), g) is a 
m atrix coefficient of this transform. It  is the purpose of this paper to investigate 
how these coefficients, and hence the transform itself, depend on I.




where ipn is any orthonormal basis of H r<. Again it is our intent to study the 
behavior of the trace transform as £ varies.
We w ill see that we can always model the representations irg in the same Hilbert 
space. This w ill make our study of the m atrix coefficients and the trace transform 
easier, since we do not need to change our modeling space as I changes, however 
this may be at the cost of ‘nice’ behavior as an example in chapter 4 points out.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
10
Before we finish up we need to investigate the co-adjoint orbits further. Define 
ad : g x g —► g as the derivative of the adjoint map at the identity. So a d ( X ) Y  is 
defined by the equation
Ad{exp{X))Y =  exp(ad(X)(Y)).
I t  turns out that ad is an old friend: ad(X)(Y)  =  [X,Y].  The corresponding 
derivative of the coadjoint map is the map ad* : g xg * —> g* defined by the equation
(«i*(x)(£))(y) = £(ad(-x)(r)) = <([T, x]).
W ith these definitions we can talk about generic orbits, jump indices, parame­
terizing representions, etc. Fix a strong Malcev basis X  =  { X i , . . . ,  X n} for g. Let 
0j =  3ft — sp a n {X i,. . .  ,X j} . The basis X  is a Jordan-Holderbasis for the action of 
Ad. That is for each j  and X  €  g we have Ad{exp(X){g-i ) C gy  Therefore 
is a Jordan-Holder basis for the action of Ad*, where £j =  X*.  That is for all X  €  g 
and 1 <  j <  n, Ad*(exp(X))(Aj)  C Aj, where Aj  =  SJ—span{£n>• • • >^j}-
So Ad* can be defined as a quotient action on g */A j. Let dj(l) be the orbit 
dimension for the equivalence class of £ under this action. The generic £ are those £ 
whose orbits have the maximal possible dimension d-}{£) for each j. A  generic orbit 
is an A d*(0)-o rb it in g* that contains a generic £. On the other hand a generic 
orbit is comprised of only generic £. The Chevalley-Rosenlicht theorem shows that 
the collection of generic orbits U  is a Zariski-open set in g*, and in particular it is 
a set of full Euclidean measure.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
For a generic i  let dj =  dj(£) (dj is well defined by the definition of the generic 
I). A  jump index sj is an index for which the orbit dimension increases, i.e. daj =  
d3j._ i + 1 . The non — jump indices are the remaining indices, those indices for which 
the orbits do not increase in dimension.
The generic orbits, jump indices, and non-jump indices all depend on the orig­
inal strong Malcev basis.
There is a nice equivalent condition for an index to be a non-jump index [7].
L em m a An index i is a non-jump index if  and only if for every I E U there is a 
vector y  E ft — span{X i,. . . ,  X {_ i} such that X  +  Y  Ere.
We have quoted this lemma specifically because we w ill be making extensive 
use of it.
Remember that for any two members £,£' of a co-adjoint orbit, their corre­
sponding representations 7T£, 7r^ on 0  are equivalent. We want to study the oper­
ator valued transform and the trace transform which depends not on I  but really 
on the equivalence class of the representation 7T*. So for two different members of a 
co-adjoint orbit the actions of these transforms w ill be equivalent. W hat we need 
is a convenient way to choose one representative from each orbit. I f  we restrict 
ourselves to the generic orbits there is a way to do this.
Let S ,T  be the collection of jum p and non-jump indices respectively and 
Vs =  3? — span{£g.|sj E S}, V t  =  ft — span{£ti|ti 6 T }. Then Vs has the same 
dimension as the generic orbits, and in fact for a generic orbit Oe, projection maps
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Oi diffeomorphically onto Vs- Prom this it can be seen that a convenient way to 
choose orbit representatives is to take members of the Zariski open set U  Vr-
In  fact there is a parameterizing map ip(£r, £ s ) : (U  f l  Vr) x V s  - * U  such that 
ip is rational in It  and for fixed It , V'(^T) ’) is a polynomial diffeomorphism onto the 
orbit OtT of It - The point ip(£r, £s) is the unique point in the orbit OiT such that 
p(ip(£T, £s)) =  where p  is projection onto Vs- The functionals from U f ) V r  are 
called the parameterizing functionals.
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CHAPTER 2
S Z A S Z -M U N T Z  T H E O R E M S  F O R  
N -D IM E N S IO N A L  E U C L ID E A N  S P A C E
The classical Szasz-Miintz theorem [8] for X2([0 ,1]) says that the collection of 
monomials {x nk .where n t is a sequence of integers such that 1 <  n \ <  ri2 <  •. 
spans L2([0 ,1]) if and only if — =  °o. Our goal is to prove an analogous (in
an appropriate sense) theorem for L2(9fcn) and then for L2(G), where G comes from 
a class of simply connected nilpotent Lie groups that we shall define later. Here L2 
means the compactly supported L2 functions on the group G. There has been a lot 
of work done on Szasz-Miintz theorems for continuous functions in [0, oo), see [4].
So the job at hand is to first state, and then prove a Szasz-Miintz theorem for 
L2(9£n). In  this direction we first extend the classical Szasz-Miintz theorem to a 
theorem on L2([0,6]). Throughout this section we w ill take b to be a positive real 
number, and we will make use of the following theorem from functional analysis [9]: 
In a Hilbert space H, the collection of vectors f n spans H if and only if (f n,g) =  0 
for every n implies that g =  0 .
Th eo rem  2.1 . The collection of monomials {£n* } |L 1, for integers 1 <  n\ <  n<i <  
. . .  , spans L2([0 ,6]) if and only if  ^  =  oo.
P ro o f. First we will show that if  spans L 2([0 ,6]), then we must have
SfcLi ^  =  °o* Suppose instead that — <  oo. Our job then, is to construct 
a function in L 2([0, 6]) that is not in the span of {a:n‘:} |L 1.
13
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Since the {nfc}^L1 does not satisfy the conditions of the classical Szasz-Muntz 
theorem we may choose a function /  in L2([0,1]) such that /  is nonzero, and
0 =  f  x nkf(x)dx  
[o.il
for every k =  1,2,__
Now define the function g on [0 ,6] by g(x) =  / ( f ) .  We w ill show that although
[o.il
=  0.
So the monomials {xnfc} ^ -1 cannot span L 2([0, &]).
Now we will work on the other direction. Assume that XTfcLi ^  =  ° ° j we must 
show that {z 71* } ! ! !  spans L 2([0, b]). Choose /  6 L2([0, &]), and suppose that
g is nonzero, the integral of g against any of the monomials x nk is zero, and hence
g is not in the span of the {:cnfc
By the definition of g, for each k we have:
lu where u =  bx
[0,6]
for every k =  1, 2, __
We w ill show that this can happen only if /  =  0, by making use of the Szasz- 
M iintz theorem for £ 2([0 ,1]). In  that direction define the function fb on [0,1] by 
fb(x) =  f(bx).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Next we change variables:
0 =  J x nkf(x)dx  
[0,6]
=  b J (b x )nk fb(x)dx 
[0 ,1]
=  6nfc+l J x nk fb(x)dx.
[o,i]
Now we may apply the classical Szasz-Muntz theorem for L 2([0 ,1]) to the 
function fb, and by the above argument we conclude that fb =  0. I t  follows from 
the definition of fb that /  =  0 as desired. □
Now that we have a Szasz-Miintz theorem for L 2([0, b]) the next step in the 
process is to prove a version of the classical Szasz-Miintz theorem for L2([—b, 6]). 
It  turns out that ^ - =  ° °  is not a sufficient condition for the monomials
{x nfc}!?-! to have their closed linear span be all of L2([—b, 6]). For example consider 
the sequence ti* =  2k, k =  1,2, —  This sequence satisfies the conditions of the 
classical Szasz-Miintz theorem, and yet any linear combination of the monomials 
{x2fc} ^ i  w ill be an even function. So it would be impossible for an odd function on 
the interval [—5, b] to be in their closed linear span. In  order to avoid this situation 
we place a stronger condition on the the powers
D efin itio n  2.2. A Szasz-Miintz sequence is a sequence of integers 1 <  n\ <  <
... such that ^  =  E fcLi =  ° ° ' Here ( nefc}fcLi and { n ^ } ^  are the
subsequences of even and odd terms of {nii }<%Ll respectively.
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Notice that the sequence of terms n t =  2k, fe =  1 ,2 ,. . . ,  does not satisfy this 
definition.
W ith  this definition in hand we are able to prove the following theorem.
T h eo rem  2.3. The collection of monomials {z nfc}fc^i spans L2 ([—b,b]) if and only 
if is a Szasz-Muntz sequence.
P ro o f. First we will show that if the monomials {x nfc}^_1 span L2([—6,6]) then 
{nfc}fcLi is as a Szasz-Miintz sequence. In  fact what we w ill show is that if  {w fc}^! is 
not a Szasz-Miintz sequence, then the monomials { i " ‘  }fc^i cannot span L2 ([—b, 6]).
Assume, for instance, that ^7“ <  °°- By theorem 2.1, we may choose an
/  6  L2 ([0 , 6]) such that /  is nonzero, and
[0 ,6]
for every k. Now extend /  evenly to the function g on [—6,6]. That is define g in
terms of /  as
Then g 6 L2 ([—b, 6]), g is nonzero, and for the even n * we have
[-6,6] [-6,0] [0,6]
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=  J  (—x)nkg(—x)dx +  J x nkg{x)dx 
[0,6] [0,6]
— 2 J x nkf(x)da
[0,6]
=  0
by a change of variables, and the definition of / .  On the other hand for the odd ti* 
we have
J x nkg(x)dx =  J x nkg( x)dx+  J x nkg(x)dx 
[ - 6,6] [ -6,0] [0,6]
=  J  (—x)ntg(—x)dx +  J  xnkg{x)dx 
[0,6] [0,6]
=  — J x nkf ( x ) d x +  J x nkf (x)dx
[0 ,6] [0 ,6] 
=  0.
In  either case the inner product of g with xnk is zero. So our function g is not 
in the span of the {x n* The case where ^7* <  oo is handled similarly.
Now let’s assume that the is a Szasz-Mvintz sequence. We want to
show that the closed linear span of the {®nfc} | l 1 is a ll of L2 ([—b, 6]). To do this we 
will show that if  the inner product of a function /  €  L 2 ([—b, 6]) against each of the 
monomials xnk is zero, then the function must be zero. So assume that
0 =  J  xnk f(x)da
[-6,6]
for every k.
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Let f i ,  f 2 6  L 2([0,6]) be defined by f i ( x )  =  f { x )  and f 2(x) =  / ( —x). Then for 
each k:
0 =  J  xnkf (x)dx  =  J  xnkf (x)dx  +  f  xnkf (x)dx  
[-6,61 [-6.01 M l
=  J  (—x)nkf ( —x ) d x +  J  x nkf(x)dx  
[0,6] [0,6]
=  x)nkf 2(x)dx +  J x nkf i (x)dx  
[0,6] [0,6]
=  J [ x nkf i ( x )  +  (—x)nkf 2(x)]dx.
[0,6]
If  njfc is even then we have
0 =  f  xnk[f i (x)  +  f 2(x)]dx,
[0.61
otherwise if n * is odd we have
0 =  f  xnk[f i (x)  -  f 2(x)]dx.
[0.6]
By assumption the subsequences {n e t} !!!  and {n 0fc} |L 1 of even and odd 
terms of n* are both Szasz-Mxintz sequences, and so the Szasz-Miintz theorem 
for L 2([0 ,6]), says that
f i {x)  +  f2(x) =  0 
f i ( x ) - f 2( x ) = 0 .
Thus f i ( x )  =  0 and f 2{x) =  0, and it follows that /  =  0. □
n
We are now in a position to extend our theorem to a box bi\ in n-
*=i
dimensional Euclidean space where 6*,i =  1 ,2 ,.. .,n, are fixed positive real numbers.
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Theorem  2 .4 . Let pti(fci),. . . ,  /in(kn) be n sequences of positive integers such that 
1 <  fj.i( 1) <  fj.i(2) <  . . .  fo r  every i. Then the collection of monomials
x "  Ji(fci....
n
spans L 2(Y [  [— 6*]) i f  and only i f  each sequence fJ.i(k) is a Szasz-Muntz sequence. 
i= i
P roof. Suppose that one of the fii(k)  is not a Szasz-Muntz sequence. In  fact we 
may as well assume that i  =  1. So we may choose an f  E L 2{{—&i,&i]) such that f  
is nonzero and
0 =  J  f ( x ) d x
[—61,61]
n
for every k by theorem 2.3. Now let the function g E L 2{ I I  [— &»]) be defined by
*=i
g(x  =  f { x i ) h ( x 2, . . . , x n)
n
where h E L 2( Y[  [— &*]) is any nonzero function. We want to show that the inner 
»=2
product of g w ith any of the monomials xj*1̂  • • • is zero, i.e. that g is not
in the span of these monomials. By our choice of / :
J  x £ l(fcl). . .  x%l(kn)g(xl , . . .  , x n)dx 1 . . . d x n
i=l
=  f  x * 1^ f ( x i ) d x i  f  x£a(fcs) • • ■ x ^ kn^h(x2 , . . . . l xn)dx2 . . . d x n
(—61,61) "
n t - 6,,6.-]
1=2
=  0
Therefore g cannot be in the span of the • • • Xnn k̂n\
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Now assume that each of the p*(fc), k =  1 , 2 , is a Szasz-Miintz sequence.
n
Choose /  G L2( [—6*, 6<]). We need to show that if the inner product of /  against
i= l
all of the monomials ■ • ■ 4 " ^ " *  is zero, then /  must be zero. We w ill integrate
/  against these monomials, and then make repeated use of our one dimensional 
Szasz-Miintz theorem.
So assume that for each fci,. . . ,  fcn 
0 =  J  xjtl(fcl)---x{Jn(fcn)/ ( x 1, . . . , x n)d x i . . .d x n 
1=1
=  J  x^2{k,) ■ ■ • x ^ kn)f ( x i , . . . , x n)dx2 . . . d x ^ j d x i
[ - 61,61] "
m - 6.,6.]
=  J  x ^ kl)F(Xl)
[-61,6,1
where
F(x  1) =  J  x%3 {k2) '■■x%'(-kn)f ( x u . . . , x n)dx2 . . . d x n.
n t-6 ..6 .i
«=2
We may use Fubini in the second line since
/  s  c  L ' t n i - i i . M ) .
*=i t= i
Notice that F  has support contained in [—61, 61] since /  does. Also notice that 
F  is an L2 function. In  fact F  G L2 if and only if  F  6  L2. But
F(s) =  J  e2^ SXlx ^ k2) ■•’x ^ kn)f ( x u . . . , x n)dx2 . . . d x ndxi
f [ [ - 6 . , 6 , ]
1=1
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=  J  e2lft3Xlh ( x i , . . .  , x n)dx2  . . .  dxndxi
f
*=1
=  h(s , 0 , . . . ,  0) G L 2{Si) 
since h{xu . . .  , x n) =  x%a(ka) • • • xttn(kn) f ( x i , . . . , x n ) G £ c ( I I [ - &i>&i])-
i- 1
Now we may apply the one-dimensional Szasz-Miintz theorem to F. Then we 
must have F  =  0. Now proceed inductively, peeling away an outer integral at each 
step. We conclude that /  =  0, which is what we needed to show. □
Care must be taken in formulating a theorem like the above for L 2($ln), since 
this is not a H ilbert space. In  fact although we haven’t said it explicitly, in theo­
rem 2.4 when we are considering the monomials Xj*1̂  • •■Xnn k̂n\  we really mean
l ( f c l ) . .  -Mn(fcn) G JD2( t i  [—ib*,bi]). However for any /  G L2 (̂ R.n) there
I I I - 6'-6'] t=1
i=l
n
are b i , . . . , b n such that /  G L2{ J J &*]). This remark enables us to prove the
t= 1
following.
Theorem  2.5. Let p i , . . .  , p n be n sequences of strictly increasing natural numbers. 
For f  G L 2 Ŝtn), the inner product o f f  against all of the monomials X i1̂  • • Xnn k̂n  ̂
being zero implies that f  is zero if and only if each of the sequences pi is a Szasz- 
Muntz sequence.
P roof. (<t=) Given /  G L2 {%ln), choose b i , . . . , b n such that /  G L2 ( f [  [—&*,&*])•
»=i
Now apply theorem 2.4.
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(=>) Assume that for compactly supported / ,  J  =  0
n
implies that /  =  0. In  particular this works for all /  G L2{ n  [—6*, &i]) for any
i= i
postive real numbers &». So we may apply theorem 2.4 for some Sxed &*. □
We now would like to rephrase the preceding result about functions /  in L\(ffcn) 
to a theorem on Fourier Tranforms. For such / ,  the Paley-Wiener theorem [10] 
states that the Fourier Transform /  of /  has an entire extension to n-dimensional 
complex space. In  particular, all partial derivatives of /  exist, and in fact
0fcl +  ...+fc„ .  /* fc I. - -
~n~ki _ lcn 1J • • • j ®n) =  0 I 6 f  (Xh •. . , Xj^)dX\ . . . G?Xn
 ^ . . . ^
where c =  (27ri)fcl+"'+fcn and ha(x i , . . . , x n) =  e2™ '£f ( x i , . . .  ,x n) € Lc(9£n). ^
follows from theorem 2.5 that if for some fixed s
QPi(.kl)+...+fin(kn) ^
a ^ - a o r ^ 1 ^ 1  Sn) =  °
for Szasz-Miintz sequences /*i(fci),. . .  , p n(kn) then /  =  0. These comments make 
up the content of following theorem.
Theorem  2 .6 . Let p . \ , . . . , p n be n Szasz-Miintz sequences. Suppose that f  G
L2 {%ln), and s is a fixed element of C n. Then
) + —+Mn(fcn) .
 S" ) = °
/or every k i , . . .  ,k n G N n implies f  =  0 if and only if each m  is a Szasz-Muntz 
sequence.
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P roof. Here P W (9£n) is the image under the Fourier Transform of JD̂ (3RTX), in other 
words the L2 functions with an entire extension to C n of exponential type.
R em ark Theorem 2.6 can be rephrased in terms of power series as follows: Suppose 
that /  G L 2 (%ln). Then /  has an entire extension to C n, and hence is representable 
by a power series
OO
/ ( * ! , . . .  ,*n) =  Y l  .......i n * 1 - - - 2"
where is a constant multiple of .fVt+ / ( 0>• • • ,0)- Theorem 2.6 says
03^ "'won
that if cMl(jfcl ) , . . . ,#i n (fcn ) =  0 for Szasz-Miintz sequences fii , . . . ,  then /  =  0.
The advantage to using the coefficients from a power series is that in some 
cases these ideas can be extended to functions with a Laurent series. Consider the 
example where /  G L 2 (3t). f  has an entire extension to C , so we may write /  as
OO A
a power series f ( z )  =  53 cj z^  where Cj =  j r / ^ ( 0 ) .  Therefore if  c^k) =  0 for a
i=o
Szasz-Miintz sequence ft, then /  =  0.
Now consider the function g(z) =  / ( L ) .  g has a Laurent series expansion
o
about zero: g(z)  =  53 where dj =  c_y for j  =  0, —1, —2 , By the above
J>=—OO
remarks if  =  0 for a Szasz-Miintz sequence /i(fc), then <7 =  0. So in some
cases we can prove a Szasz-Muntz theorem for /  composed with a rational function.
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CHAPTER 3 
ALMOST STRONG MALCEV BASIS
In  the previous chapter we were able to prove Szasz-Miintz theorems for the 
compactly supported functions in L 2(R n), and for their transforms: functions of 
Paley-Wiener type. We would like to extend this theorem in a natural way to 
connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie groups. In  this case the role of the 
Fourier Transform can be played by the trace transform or the m atrix coefficients 
of the operator valued transform, as functions of the parameterizing functionals. In  
order to make this extension we will show that in certain classes of nilpotent Lie 
groups the equivalent of the Fourier Transform, appropriately chosen depending on 
the class of group being treated, has an entire extension to the complexification of 
the dual.
One of the goals of this chapter w ill be to derive a formula for the action of 
the generic representations on a Hilbert space. In  fact what we will show is that 
the action of 7r* has the form
2  * i (  £
M x )(f))(.y) =  e y=1 / ( / M ^ y , ^ ) ,  ( * ,3 /^ ) )
where a is the dimension of a polarizer for generic £, c is the dimension of a cross- 
section for the polarizer, and the ui are coefficients of the basis vectors Afy, for 
the polarizer, in terms of a fixed strong Malcev basis. W hat’s nice about the 
construction is the form of the polynomials and (5j. In  the first section of this
24
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chapter we w ill construct what we call an almost strong Malcev basis. The benefit 
of using an almost strong Malcev basis through our polarizer is that in most ways 
this basis acts like a strong Malcev basis, even though the polarizer may not be an 
ideal. The net effect is that the polynomials a  and (3 that result from factoring the 
right translation by x  above have nice triangularity conditions:
&ik (® i Vt ^ 0  =  ^ik  "b A {k (®*fc+l> • • • > He, W ith
@ek j V i 0)) =  ê/fc "i” 2/e* “I" -Set (^ e fc + li • • • > V ek+ i i • • • > Vec j
where A  and B  are polynomials in x ,y  and to. The indices i*  and e* w ill be explained 
in the next section.
3.1 C onstructing an alm ost strong M a lcev  basis
It  turns out that the existence of an entire extension is highly dependent on 
the choice of polarizer and the basis through the polarizer. That brings us to the 
idea of an almost strong Malcev basis. In  this section we w ill show that given a Lie 
algebra g and a subalgebra f) we can construct a basis for g passing through fj such
that the basis acts like a strong Malcev basis in f) and also as a basis for the cross
section g/f).
Throughout this chapter 0  will be a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie 
group with corresponding Lie algebra g. We w ill start this section with a theorem 
that is useful in the construction of Malcev bases.
T heorem  3 .1 .1  Let F) be an m-dimensional subalgebra o/g, and W i , . . . ,  Wn be a 
weak (strong) Malcev basis for g. Assume that ai <  . . .  < a m are m distinct indices
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such that
Y .l = j r a )Wi e t l where « .  /  0).
3=1
Then is a weak(strong) Malcev basis for  fj.
R em ark. In  our notation, the vector W\ is the first central vector in the basis 
Wu . . . , W n
P roof. Because a * . ^  0, the Yai are linearly independent. That is {Yai, . . . ,  Yam } 
forms a vector space basis for f). It  remains to check that this basis is weak(strong) 
Malcev. In  fact it suffices to check that
[Yai, Yaj] E » -s p a n {y a i, • • •, Yad }
where d = m a x (m in ){i,j}. We know two things about \Yai,Yaj]:
1) [Yai, Yay] E ft—span{yai, . . . ,  Yam }, since {Yai, . . . ,  Yam } is a vector space 
basis for the Lie algebra f).
2)[Yi, ,Yiy] 6 ft—span{Wi,. . . ,  Wp} where p =  max (m in){ai, a j} ,  since we 
are asstuning that W i , . . . ,  Wn is a weak(strong) Malcev basis for g, and by the 
definition of the Yai.
Now pick coefficients 7* such that
m
fc=l «=1
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Since a\ <  . . .  <  am , the coefficient on Wam is 7ma£^ . By 2) this coefficent is 
zero if  am >  p, or equivalently if m  >  d =  m ax(m in){i, j } ,  . By assumption a™m 
is nonzero, so we must have j m =  0 if  m  >  d. Now proceed inductively. So in the 
next step the coefficient on Wam-l is 7m_ i a ^ 1i , and by 2) this coefficent is zero 
if am_ i >  p, or equivalently if m  — 1 >  d. Conclude that 7m_ i =  0 i f m  — l > d .  
Prom induction we get that 7* =  0 if k >  d. So we have
k< d
which is what we needed to show. □
Now that we have the preliminary theorem we are ready to start constructing 
an almost strong Malcev basis for g through fj, which we w ill define when the 
construction is done. We start with a fixed, but arbitrary, strong Malcev basis 
{ X i , . . . , X n} of g. Choose a (vector space) basis { M i , , Ma} of f). U ntil we 
explicitly say so we are considering this basis as a linear basis. Now choose highest 
weight indices i i , . . . ,  ia such that
a* =
y=i
with uî k 7̂  0. Since we are considering our basis as a linear basis we may assume, 
by rearrangement if necessary, that the collection {t'i,. . . ,  ia} is linearly ordered.
In  fact we may assume that t* <  ijt+i, for if i*  =  ifc+i we may redefine M * as 
the new vector
Mk =  w J+ jM * -  UikMk+i.
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The linear independence of our original basis, and the fact that wf ^  0 for each j, 
ensures that our newly constructed vectors w ill be linearly independent. In  fact by 
multiplying by an appropriate scalar we may assume that we have a distinct indices 
i i  <  . . .  <  ia such that
tfc-i
Mk = X ik +  Y f ^ x i-
i= i
Denote by I  the indices I  =  {z'i,. . . ,  ia} and by E  = ~  I  the linearly ordered 
set, { e i , . . .  ,ec}, of indices not in I. Moss [1] calls these indices the internal and 
external indices respectively.
We have one final adjustment to our basis, which is handled by the following 
lemma.
Lem m a 3.1.2. We can choose Mk so that
ik~ 1 *fc—i
^  = x,t + Y, = x» + £  "?*>•=x<> + E < x'-,-
{ «  in
P ro o f. The proof is done by induction. Notice that Mi is central, and by the way 
M i  was chosen above we must have M i =  X i.
Now assume that M i , . . . ,  M k-i  have the form we desire. Then 
X{. — M j  €  ft-s p a n {X eJe3 6 E}
for j  =  1 , . . . ,  k — 1, and
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tfc-i
Mk =  X ik + ^ 2  “ ki X i
i= i
=  X ik +  £  +  E  U1X >
3 = 1  3 = 1>£/ i€E
=  x , k + j 2 ^ x , .  +  j 2 ^ x 1
3 = 1  3 = 1i£E
fc-1 fc-1 i fc- l
= x it +  y . < m > + -  M » )+ E
3 = 1  3 = 1  J =  iieE
fc-l ifc-l
So we can take M k — Xik +  ^ w -  (X{t — M ,) +  £  V jX j  without affecting the
3 = 1  '  3 =  1
3 G B
span of the M k, and by the remark above 
fc-i i * - i
J 2 “ i . ( X i ' - M s) +  £  oJjXj- e ^ - s p a n { X e.|ea <= E}
3 = 1  3 = 1j€E
which is what we needed. □
We are now in a position to extend our basis to a weak Malcev basis of g. By 
theorem 3.1.1 we already know that { M i , . . . , M a} is a strong Malcev basis of f). 
Notice that in extending to all of g weak Malcev is the best we can do since f) is 
not necessarily an ideal.
Th eo rem  3 .1 .3 . B  =  { M i , . . . , Ma, X ei, . . . , X ec} is a weak Malcev basis for g 
passing through fj.
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P ro o f. The fact that the i j  and e* are all distinct shows that B  is a vector space 
basis for g, since { X i , . . . ,  X n} is a basis. It  remains to show that the basis is weak 
Malcev. In  fact we already know that { M i, . . . ,  iVfa} is strong Malcev, so it remains 
to check that
1)[Xej , X eic\ e  3ft-span{Mi,. . . ,  Ma, X ei, . . . ,  X ed} where d =  m ax{j, k}
2 )[Xej , M k] 6 3ft—span{M i, . . . ,  Aftt, X Cl, . . . ,  X e.}
We will cover both cases w ith the following lemma, which actually shows more than
we need.
p
Lem m a 3 .1 .4 . Let Vjt =  ^  u3X 3 be an arbitrary vector in g with p chosen such
J=1
that Up 7̂ 0 . Then
[Xej, Vk] G 3ft—span{Af3 with i3 <  min{ey — l,p  — 1} =  A,
X e# with e3 <  m in{ey_i,p — 1} =  A i } .
P roo f. Since { X i , . . . ,  X n} is a strong Malcev basis, we know that
[Xej, Vfc] G Sft—span{Xa w ith s <  min{e_j — l,p  — 1 }}
=  3ft—span{Xa with s <  A }. (1)
We also know that B is a linear basis of g. So we may choose coefficients a 3 ,{33 so 
that
a c
[.x , vfe]=E a‘M-+E &*«.
3=1 t=  1
= £>(*.. + E <*«.)+
3=1 Cp<«* t=l
Now the coefficient on X i t is a 3. By 1, if ia >  A  we must have a 3 =  0. So
C
=  E c . m . + E a ^ c,.
i .< A  t=  1
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Now for t  >  A, the coefficient on X et is fit- Again by 1, for such t we must have 
Pt =  0. Thus
a c
[x e r v k} =  5 3  oc.Ms +  5 3  PtX ei
*• e( <A
a c
=  Y , a -M ‘ +  E
im <A cj <Ai
In  the last line we may change A  to A\  since ea <  ej — 1 if  and only if s <  j  — 1. 
This is what we wanted to show. □
We have proven the following theorem.
Theorem  3 .1 .5  Let { X i , . . .  , X n} be a strong Malcev basis for the Lie algebra g. 
Let f) be an a dimensional subalgebra of g. Then there exist two disjoint collections 
of indices I  =  {zi, . . . , *B} and E  =  { e i , . . . ,  ec} along with vectors { M i , . . . ,  Ma}
such that
1)a +  c =  n.
2 ) M , = X i , +
3 ) { M i , . . .  ,M a} is a strong Malcev basis for I).
4)( M i , . . . ,  Ma, X ei, . . .  ,Xec} is a weak Malcev basis for g through 1).
5)[XCt, X et] 6  9?-span{M i,...  ,M a, X ew with ew <  m in{e ,_ i,e t_ i } } .  
D efin itio n  3 .1 .6 . An almost strong Malcev basis for g passing through f> will be a 
basis satisfying the conditions of theorem 3.1.5.
T h eo rem  3 .1 .7 . Let f) be an a-dimensional subalgebra of g. The almost strong 
Malcev basis in Definition 3.1.6 is unique up to the choice of strong Malcev basis 
{ X u . . . , X n}.
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P roof. Suppose that there are two bases P  =  { M p , . . .  , M P , X P̂ , . .. , X pc} and 
Q =  {M i , . . . , M f , X f t , . . . , X ®} satisfying the hypothesis of theorem 3.1.5.
C la im . To show that P  =  Q it suffices to show that the internal indices, I p  =  
{ i f , . . . ,  i f  }, I® =  { i ^ , . . .  , i j } ,  for these two bases are the same.
P ro o f o f c la im . Suppose that I p  =  I®. By taking set theoretic complements 
E p =  E®. Therefore X p =  X f.  for j  =  1 , . . . ,  c, so we may drop the superscript on 
these vectors. Since the internal indices are the same, by property 2 of almost strong 
bases M p — M f  £  span{Xej. \ej €  E }.  O f course we also have M p  — 6 f),
and by the linear independence of the vectors [M p , . . . ,  M p , X p , . . . ,  X p  } we must 
have M p — = 0 . □
The proof that I p  =  I® proceeds by induction. So consider i f ,  i f . We 
may as well assume that i f  <  i f .  By the definition of almost strong Malcev basis, 
i f  <  i f  <  i f  < . . . <  i f . If  this were true the vectors { M p , M f , . . . ,  M f }  C f) 
would be linearly independent, which contradicts dim (Ij) =  a. Now proceed with 
the induction step.
Assume that i f  =  i f  for k <  j ,  we must show that i f  =  i f .  Suppose, for 
instance, that i f  <  i f .  We know that i f  >  i f_ j  =  i f_ x by the definition of almost 
strong Malcev basis and by the induction hypothesis. So i f  <  . . .  <  i f_ t <  i f  <  
i f  <  . . .  <  i f . I t  follows from property 2 of almost strong Malcev basis that 
{ M f , . . . ,  M f_ i , M p , M f , . . . ,  M f }  are linearly independent, which is impossible 
since the dimension of 1) is a. □
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C o ro lla ry  3 .1 .8 . Let g be a nilpotent Lie algebra with strong Malcev basis
{ X i , . . .  ,-Xn}. Let t) be a subalgebra of g and { M i , . . . ,M a,X ei, . ..  , X ec} the almost 
strong Malcev basis for g through fj. If a vector X  E f) has the form
X  = X ,  +  Y . a ' . X ' , ’
ep < j
then X  =  Mfc for some k.
P ro o f. For each 1 <  k <  a express Mfc in terms of the original strong Malcev basis,
A 4 =  X ik +  £
eP <U
We must have j  =  ik for some k, for otherwise X  would be linearly independent 
from all of the Mfc. Therefore X  — Mk €  f) f )  3? — span{Xep |ep 6 E } =  {0}. □
E xam p le  3 .1 .9 . Consider the 4-step chain algebra spanned by the vectors
{ X i , X 2 , X 3 ,X 4 ,X$}  with nonzero brackets generated by the relations:
[X5, X 4] = X 3 
[X5, X 3] = X 2 
[X5, X 2] = X i .
Let 1} be the three dimensional abelian subalgebra spanned by the vectors
{ M i = X i , M 2 = X 4  +  X 2 +  X l , M z = X 4 + X 3 - X 2 + X 1}.
Notice that this is not part of an almost strong Malcev basis since M 2 and M 3 both 
have highest weight index 4. The almost strong Malcev basis for g through [j is
{ M u M 2, M 3, X ei, X e3} =  { X i , X 3 - 2 X 2, X 4 + X 2, X 2, X 5}
with internal indices I  =  { 1,3 ,4 }  and external indices E  =  {2,5}.
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3.2 Calculating th e  unitary irreducible representations
Now that we have almost strong Malcev bases we would like to calculate the 
action of a unitary irreducible representation induced from a polarizing subalgebra 
in these bases. In  this section we w ill show that the action of such a representation 
has the form outlined in the beginning of this chapter.
n
So fix I =  Ylt t j X j  £  0*i a polarizer m  for I, and let M  =  exp(m), the Lie 
i=  i
subgroup of 0  corresponding to m. Then 7rg acts on the H ilbert space Hnt by right 
translation:
M x ) f ( y )  =  f (yx )
for i , y £  0 . Here H^t is the collection of functions /  w ith | / |  6  L2(M  \  0 )  such 
that
f(ab) =  x iW ( l> )  =
for every a E M  and 6 € 0 . Notice that it is sufficient to calculate ni(x)f{y)  for y  
coming from a cross-section of M  \  0 .
The calculation of tti amounts to factoring an arbitrary product yx, 1 6  0 , y  
in a cross section for M  \  0 , into a product af3 where a  €  M  and /? comes from 
the cross-section for M  \  0 . This calculation is made easier using an almost strong 
Malcev basis.
Let { M i , . . . ,  Ma, X ei, . . . ,  X e<;} be the almost strong Malcev basis for g passing 
through m  w ith respect to the fixed strong Malcev basis { X j , . . . ,  X n}. Here
Mk =  x , k + J 2
eP<*fc
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as in theorem 3.1.5. We w ill use {exp(teiX Cl) • • • exp(tCcX ec)\t G 3?°} for the cross- 
section of M  \  0 .
Let x  =  exp ( x iX i )  • • • exp(xnX n) G 0  and y  =  exp(yeiX Cl) • • • exp (yecX eJ  
in the cross-section. Choose the unique a  =  exp (a^Mx) • ■ • (oiiaM a) G M  and 
(3 =  ex p (/3eiX ei) • • • exp(/3CcX eJ  in the cross-section such that yx  =  a/3.
We need to calculate and Pek in terms of the coordinates x a and yt- First 
we calculate yx. { X i , . . .  , X n} is a strong Malcev basis, so there are polynomials 
Pj  and Pj  such that
x =  exp (2:1X 1) • • • exp (xnX n)
( n=  exp P j(x j , . . . ,  xn)X j  
\ i = 1
and
y =  exp (yClX Cl )■■■ exp (yeeX Cc)
=  exp I ^ 2  Pk(yej with ej >  k )Xk
\k= l
where Pfc(zfc,. . . ,  zn) =  Zfc +  Pfc(zjfc+i,. . . ,  zn). It is convenient to abuse notation: 
Pk(yej with ej >  k) is understood to have n — e* +  1 variables, with the coordi­
nates corresponding to internal indices fixed at 0. Putting this together with the 
Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula we have
yx =exp  Pfc(yej w ith ej >  k)Xv^ * exp Pj(x31 * * • > *cn)Xy
,i= i
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/  n 11 
=exp( with ej >  k)Xk +  ^ P j ( x j , . . . , x n)X j+
\ f c = i j= i
5 3  Ph (yeJ ej — k)Xv. 5 3  Pj (xj j • • • ; x= )Xj
*=1 j=l
=exp Y ^ P k ^ y ) x k
\k=l
where
, v _  f +  Pi, (xi,+i, ye. w ith e8 >  ij) if  A: =  i,
Pk { x , y )  \ x e j + y e j + p k ( x e j + u . . . , x n , y ej +l , . . . , y ee) if  k  =  ej
j  for some j; 
for some j.
Now that we have computed yx, we need to compute a/3. Since { M i , . . . ,  M a} 
is a strong Malcev basis for M, there are polynomials K j  and K j  such that
a =  exp (a ^ M i) • • • exp (ay0 Ma)
=  exp ^ 5 3 (a,-., . . . ,  a ia )M)
with K is (a^., . . . ,  a a) =  a^. +  (ocij+1, . . . ,  a * . ). Since /3 comes from the cross-
section
P =  exp (peiX ei) • • • exp (PecX ec)
=  exp ^ 5 3  p k(Pe, w ith ej >  k)Xkj  .
F ix a  and 0  for the moment and let Kij =  (a^., . . . ,  a * . ) and
Pfc =  PkiPej with ej >  k). Then
a p  =exp ̂  5 3  K ij MiJ  *  exp ̂  5 3  PkXk
=exp( £  K ‘, +  5 f  E  K',M”  £
.3=1 fc=l 3=1 fc=l
+
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=exp £  K „  (X i: +  Y .  + Y , P * X t +
V j= l ep<ii k=l
I  [ f ;  K.:i (X .:,. +  Y  ‘V X J . Z
‘•J=l ep <iy k=l J
= e x p ( Y K i ' X t ,  + Y P kX i  +  Y K i i {  Y
\ i= l  Jt=i i= l ep<*j
+ —
1 XX fe + E <4 *0 . E ^ l  +•••)
■ i= l ep<*y fc=i /
= e Ip ( ^ Q y ( j r , P , W)X y
Since { X i , . . .  , X n} is a strong Malcev basis, by the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff 
formula we know that Qj is polynomial in K,P and u>, and that there exist polyno­
mials Qa such that
Qj (K,P,<u) =  {
Kik Pi k “b Qtk (Ktk+i i • • " > > Pi k+ l ,  • • • , Pn,
o/e* where iq >  ep >  it )  if  j  =  ik for some k;
■Pet *b Qek (^"tpWlth ip >  ejc, Pejj-j-li • • • > Pa>
uj'eI where iq >  ep >  ek) if j  =  e* for some k.
Define the polynomials q j ( a , ( 3 , u i ) ,  q j ( a , ( 3 , c u )  by the equations 
q j ( a , p , u )
' Q i  [ K ( < x ) ,  P { / 3 ) ,  w)
f  K M )  +  P M  +  Q i M i w W  i f i .(a ),P i , +108), • ■ ■ . P n l f i h
(Jer  where iq >  ep >  ik) i f  j  =  i k  for some k;
p ek ( P )  +  Q e k (Kip (a )w ith  ip >  ek, PCk+i ( /? ), . . . ,  Pn (P ),
cu ll where iq >  ep >  ek) i f  j  =  ek  for some k;
” a i k +  Qik (“ tfc+i 1 • • •. tt i .»A’fc+1»• • •»P n , V e p where iq >  ep >  ik)
if j  =  ik for some k;
P e k +  9 efc(a«'pwith ip >  ek,/5eic+1, . . . , P n , v le% whereiq >  ep >  ek)
i f  j  =  e k  for some k.
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The last equality is from what we already know about K  and P. Since a  and 
P where chosen so that yx  =  a/3, we must have
Pk(x,y) =  qk(a,p,co) 
for A: =  1 ,.. .  ,n . Use this to solve for a  and p.
OCik ~  X ik -F P ik • • • j X n i  Ve, With eg ^  ijc)
q ik (a ik+l, . . . ,  a ia, p ik+ 1 , . . . ,p n ,  cull where iq >  ep >  ik)
Pek — LCek +  yCk -{- pk(xefc.j.i, • • • , X n, Vek+i j • • • > Vee )
9efc(^tpWith ip >  ek,/3ek+ i , • . - ,Pa,Uep whereiq >  ep >  ek).
By the triangular dependencies of the q there are polynomials A  and B  such
that
2/i ̂ 0 "I" -Atfc ,. • •, x n, yCt with eg ^  ik)^ep where iq >  ep >  ik)
(®» 2/> ̂ 0 "h 2/e* "i~ (•^efc+lj • • • > Vek + 1  > • • • > 2/ec j where iq >  ep ^  6k).
Now that we have this calculation 
n t ( x ) f ( y ) = f ( y x )
= X t{a (x ,  y , cu))f(p(x, y, u ))
= X i(e xp (a i l (x, y,Lo)M\ ) , . . . ,  e x p ^ . (x, y ,u ) M a)) 
f  {exP(Pei (x, y, u ) X e i exp(pCc (x, y, cu)XCe))
=Xe(exp(ai l (x , y ,a»)M i)) • • • Xt{exp(aia (x , y,u>)Ma))
/  {exp(pCl (x, y, lu)X Ci exp(/3Ce (x, y, w )X Cc))
a
27Ti( ^  a.^y.uO ^M y))
=e >=l / ( e x p ^ f o y ^ J T e x ^ - . ^ e x p ^ f o y ^ X e J ) .
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We have proven the following:
T h eo rem  3 .2 .1 . Let g be a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie algebra -with 
strong Malcev basis { X i , . . . ,  X n}. L e t t  €  0* and le tm  be a polarizer for £. Finally 
let { M i , . . . ,  M a, X ei, . . . ,  X e<_} be the almost strong Malcev basis for g through m.  
If we use this basis to calculate the action of iri on L2 ($lc), then that action is given 
by the following formula:
=  e i=1 /  (exp(pCl (X, y, u )X ei) , . . . ,  exp(0ec (x, y, v ) X ec))
where the polynomials a a n d  f3e. have the form
a ik( x , y , u } ) = x i k + A i k{xik+i , . . . , x n, y et w ith e8 > i k,a;e* where iq >  ep >  ik)
Pek (x, y, uj) =  x ek +  yek +  B ek (x ek+i , . . . , x n, yek+l, . . . ,  y6c, where iq >  ep >  ek) 
for some polynomials A ,B .
Notice that this equation for 7r* has the form outlined in the beginning of 
this chapter. It  is known that the coefficients u  for the basis vectors of m can be 
chosen so that they are rational functions of t .  Theorem 3.2.1 shows then that 
the action of 7r* depends rationally on I. In  the next section we will make use of 
theorem 3.2.1 when I E 17 f |  Vt  the set of parameterizing functionals, and there is 
one fixed polarizer m  for all such t. In  this case we w ill not need to keep track of 
the coefficients w.
In  the next example we compute the action of in two different polarizers. 
One polarizer is fixed, and the other one rotates with t .  We will be using this 
example in several places to compare the resulting representations.
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E xam ple 3 .2 .2 . Consider the 9-dimensional algebra g =  3£—span{Xi, . . . ,  Xg }
with non-zero bracket relations
[X9, X 5] =  X 3 [X 9, X 4] =  X 3 [X 9, X s] =  - X 6
[X9,X 7] =  - X 2 [X 8,X 3] =  - X 2 [X 5,X 4] =  - X 1
[X s ,X 5] =  —X 2 [Xs, X 4] =  —X 2
9
and center j(g ) =  ft—s p a n {X i,X 2}. Let £ =  £  £*X*. Then U  =  { £ \ £ \ , £ 2  0}
*=i
are the generic £, and for generic I the radical, rg, of £ is
n  =  3?—s p a n {X i,X 2,£ iX s  ~  2̂X 5 + £ 2X 4}.
We will make use of two different polarizers for this example: 
m =  f t—span{X i, X 2, X 3, X 5 — X 4,X 6,X 7}
and
mg =  f t—span{Xi, X 2, X 3, X 4,^ iX s — £2X s ,X 7}
which rotates with £. For the fixed polarizer the external vectors are {X 4,X 8,X 8}, 
and for the rotating polarizers the external vectors are {X 5,X 8,X 9}.
We w ill use irg and ng to denote the actions of the representations in the fixed 
polarizer and rotating polarizer respectively. As might be expected the action of 7rg 
is nicer than the action of fig, in the sense that irg depends polynomially on £ while 
7xg depends rationally on £. The dependencies are made clearer by the following 
formulas for the actions of irg and irg:
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and
**(y )/(*4 » *8 » *9 )
=7xt (exp (y iX i)  •■•exp (7/9X 9) )  /  (exp (x4X 4) exp (x8X 8) exp (xgXg))
2 n i£ i  ^yi+J/6(*4+y4+2l/5)^
2w*̂ 2 (v2—xaya+ya(y*+ys+x^)-x9 (y7+*4V8+(x8+y8)(y4+y5)) j  
2irt  ( ^ 3 ( y 3 + i9 ( y 4 + V s ) )  —i * y s + t 6 y s + l a  { y e —xaV a)  + ^ 7 y 7 ^
• /  (x 4 + y 4 + V 5 , x  s +  7/8, Xg +  S/g)
n e ( y ) f ( x s , x  s ,xg)
=7f£ (exp (7/1X 1) • • • exp (7/9X 9) )  /  (exp (X5 X 5 ) exp (x8X 8) exp (x9X 9))
_  2 w i t \  ( y i —ssV4^
2 i t i t z  ( y 2 — is y s - x o y r + is V a + y s y a — x 8x 9y ^ —x a x gys — i 8y5y8 — x s x9y8)
2 7 ri(̂ 3 ( y 3 + i» ( y 4 + y s ) )  +^4V 4+^a ( y s —* 9Vs) + ^ r y r )
2i r t |2- (y 6_ x 8y 8) ( ^ - ( y s - x o y s ) - ^ )
• / ( t “ (2/6 - X g j / s )  + X 5 + y 5 , X 8  + P 8 ,X9 + P g ) .
1̂
3.3 The parameterizing representations
As in section 3.1 we will start w ith a fixed strong Malcev basis { X i , . . .  , X n} 
of the Lie algebra g. W ith  respect to this basis we w ill let U denote the collection 
of generic orbits and S  =  (s i , . . . ,  s0}, T  =  {t 1, . . .  , t r } will denote the collection
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of jum p and non-jump indices respectively. Then o is the dimension of the generic 
orbits and r is the dimension of the radical r* for generic I  €  0*. If  we let Vt  =  
jft- €  T } , then U  f |  Vt  is the collection of parameterizing functionals.
In  the previous section we showed that
(*)/(»)
2irt ̂  52 a'j C * ' J (Mi) ̂
= e  J=l f(exp(/3ei (x, y, v ) X ei, . . . ,  exp(/3ec (x, y, u ) X ec).
Here { M i , . . . ,  Mc, X e i , X ec} is an almost strong Malcev basis for g through 
a polarizer m  for I ,  and the u> are coefficients for the M j  in terms of the original 
strong Malcev basis: Mj  =  X^  +  52 ulpXep.
ep <*y
We w ill assume that there is one fixed polarizer m  for all It  E U f |  Vt - In  this 
case the coefficients u> axe fixed, and so we may rewrite the equation for ireT as 
neT(x)f(y)
2irt ̂  a’j (x’V)eT (a{j) j
= e  y=l /  (exp(/3Cl (x, y )X ei) , . . . ,  exp(/?ec (x, y)Xec)).
It  turns out that when you pass an almost strong Malcev basis through a 
polarizer for a generic representation, then the set T  of non-jump indices must be 
contained in the set of internal indices J, which is what the next lemma shows.
Lem m a 3 .3 .1 . For each t{ €  T  there is a vector Yti €  R —span-f-XeJe* <  t*} such 
that X t { +  Yt{ is an element of our almost strong Malcev basis B through m.
P ro o f. Let B  =  { M i , . . . ,  M a, X ei, . . . ,  X Cc} be the almost strong Malcev basis for 
0 through m and fix a parameterizing functional £ E U  f )  Vt - Then for each t j  6  T
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we may choose a vector Ytj 6  ft—span{-Xi,. . . ,  such that X tj +  Ytj E To
We may do this since t j  is a non-jump index and i  is generic.
Define the projection map P  : g ft—span{XCl, . . . ,  X ec} w ith respect to the
almost strong Malcev basis B.
Finally let Ytj =  P(Y t j ), so that Ytj — Ytj +  M  for some vector M  E m. That 
is we still have
X^ +  Ytj E m
and this vector has the correct form to be part of a strong Malcev basis. By 
uniqueness of almost strong Malcev basis, and Corollary 3.1.8, X tj +  Ytj =  Mk for 
some k. □
R em ark. Lemma 3.3.1 shows that the non-jump indices are contained in the inter­
nal indices for the almost strong Malcev basis. By taking set theoretic compliments 
we can see that the external indices for the basis are always jum p indices. Notice 
that Lemma 3.3.1 does not depend on the polarizer being fixed. So the external 
indices will always be jum p indices, and the non-jump indices w ill always be internal 
indices, even if  the polarizers rotate with L
These comments along with our calculated action of %iT allows us to prove.
Theorem 3.3.2 Suppose that there is one fixed polarizer for the parameterizing 
functionals I t  =  Y^j=i ^tj^tj  € U f]V r-  Then tt£t  can be modeled in a fixed
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modeling space L2(&c) =  L2 (exp(%tXei), • • •, exp($lXec)), where the action of irtT 
is given by:
*tT(x ) f { y )
=  7xlT (exp(xiX i ) , . . . ,  exp(xnX n)) f  (exp(yeiX ei), ■ exp(yCcX eJ )
2vi( j^eCj.(xtj+Atj.(xtj+i,...,xn,yk w ith  ek > t j ) ) )
=  e y=1 f(j3e i ( x , y ) , . . . , p ec(x,y))
where (3ek(x , y) =  a;efc +  yek -f Bek (xei+ i, • • •, xn, yek+l, . . . ,  yCc) and A t j , Bek are 
polynomial in x,y .
P roof. Notice that
trf,Ms ) = fT (X i,- +  Y ,  o ^ X ., )
ep
= l r { X i )  +  « r (  Y  < x ' . ) -
e P  < * J
Now from the remarks following lemma 3.3.1, E  C. S. Since It  is in the span 
of the vectors {X t*|U €  T } , X) Wey X ej> j  =  0.
ep <*,•
So
W l  = < r ( ^  +  Y  “ %x " )
Cp < iy
=  ro  i f i j t T - ,
1 £tk if  i j  =  tk for some k.
If  we combine this w ith theorem 3.2.1 and lemma 3.3.1 we get:
2* * (  aij(x’V)£(Mj) )
*e(x)f(l/) =e  i=l f(exp(fiei(x , y)Xei, . . . ,  exp{/3ec(x , y )X Cc)
2w* (  £  £tkatk(x,v)j 
= e i=1 f{exp(PeAx ,y )x ^ - - - , exp(pee( x , y ) x ec).
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This combined with our knowledge of the polynomials a  and @ from theorem 3.2.1 
proves the theorem. This is the form we would expect from a representation induced 
from a polarizer that is also an ideal, so our use of almost strong Malcev basis paid 
off. □
E xam ple 3 .2 .2  continued. The non-jump indices are those indices £*, k £ T ,  such 
that for each generic £ there exists a vector Ytk(£) 6 ft—span{X i,. . . ,  w ith
+  Ytk (£) 6  r£. From our previous calculations we see that the non-jump indices 
are T  =  { t \ , t 2 , t 8} =  {1,2,6}, and the jum p indices are S  = ~  T  =  { s i , . . .  , s8} =  
{ 3 , 4 , 5 , 7 , 8 , 9 } .
Therefore parameterizing functionals are of the form I t  =  £iX* + £ 2 X 2 +  £8 X 8 
with £1 , £2 7̂  0. The actions of tt£t  and %£T are given by
*eT(y)f(x*iB8,X9)
= 7T£t (exp (7/1X 1) • • • exp (7/9X 9) )  /  (exp (2:4X 4) exp (x8X 8) exp ( xg X g ) )
2 iril\ ^yi+ys(a:4+y4+jys)^
2irHz ^y2—igy3+y6(y4+y5+*4)—*# (y7+*4y8+(s8+y8)(y4+y5))^
•e2iri*6(y6- I »y») f  (x4 +  y4 +  2/5, x8 -I- ys, xg +  yg)
and
^eT(y )f (x 5 , x 8 ,xg)
=tx£t  (exp (2/1X 1) ■■■exp (2/9X 9) )  /  (exp (x5 X 5) exp (x8 X 8) exp (xgXg))
^  2iri£i (y i—x&yi^
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2-k U i  ^ V 2 — x 8 y 3 - z 9 V T + z s V 6 + y s V e — ZS ZSV 4— Z 8 Z 0 V 5 —z s y s y s - z s z s y s ^
‘2iri(e*(va—Z9Ve)+^(.V6-xoy»)2) , /^ 2 , \ ,  ■ , \
•e '  / /( .T -(y6 -®9l/8) +  ^5 +  J/5,*8 +2 /8^9  +yg)-
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CHAPTER 4
A SZASZ-MUNTZ THEOREM FOR MATRIX COEFFICIENTS
In  Chapter 2 we proved a Szasz-Muntz theorem for compactly supported I?  
functions in 3?n. In  this chapter we will prove a similar theorem for compactly 
supported I?  functions on a certain class of simply connected nilpotent Lie groups. 
The class of groups we w ill deal w ith throughout this chapter is the class mentioned 
in the previous chapter: the groups that have one fixed polarizer for all of the pa­
rameterizing functionals £t  €  U 0  Vt - For example this includes all of the n-step 
chain groups.
Fix a group 0  and a strong Malcev basis { X i , . . . ,  X n} so that 0  satisfies the 
conditions above. Let m be the fixed polarizer for the parameterizing functionals, 
and { M i , . . .  , ilfa, X ei, . . .  , X ec} be the almost strong Malcev basis of g passing 
through m. From the previous chapter we know that for each It , t̂ it can be 
modeled in the fixed modeling space L 2(ftc).
For <p £  L 2( 0 ) f |  L l {&) and f , g  £  L2(3?c) we define the m atrix coefficient of 
the operator valued transform <Pop{£t) =  7riT(<P) by
{'XiT((P)f>9) =  /  <p{x){TriT(^)f,9)<ix.
Je
In  fact this relation also defines ff£T(tp). The next theorem shows that in the scenario 
outlined above these m atrix coefficients are actually Euclidean Fourier Transform s 
of certain L2 f |  L 1 functions. Then we will show that if  <p is compactly supported, 
we can use the Euclidean Szasz-Miintz theorem.
47
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Before we proceed we need to fix some notation. Denote by T  =  { f i , . . .  , t r } 
the non-jump indices associated with the generic orbits, where r  is the dimension 
of the radical for generic As  we have shown in the previous chapter, 21 C / ,  
where I  is the collection of internal indices for the almost strong Malcev basis 
{A4i,. . . ,  Ma, , . . . , X Cc}.
T h eo rem  4 .1 . Assume (poexp €  L 2 ($ln) f |  Ll (Rn) and f , g  G L2 {fStc). Then there 
exist polynomials q and (3 such that
r
r 2
eT(<p)f ,g)= e '= l <p(q(x,y))f(f3(x,y))g(y)dxdy 
J R"+c
where
l)(^(zi, . . . , z n) =  ip(exp(ziXi) ■ • • exp{znX n)), (zl5. . . ,  zn) G 
2 )q(x,y) =  (q i (x , y ) , . . . , q n{x,y)),  /3(x,y) =  ((3ei( x , y ) , . . .  , p ec(x,y))
?i(®, y ) - {  Xti + **' • • • ’Xn’:
I  X3i
4)/?ey ( ^ j  2/) =  ^e,- "f* J/e,- "H /^e,- (^ e y + l j  • • • j V e j + i i  • • • i 2/ee)
o\ / \ __ j •‘•t,- t  it,- • • • i 12/efc with ejc >  t,) if  j  — /o r some i,■
)Hj\ iV) } „ if j  =  Si for some i;
S ) $ f , g ( x T ) =  I  < p { q ( x , y ) ) f ( P ( x , y ) ) g ( y ) d x sd y e L l ( K r ) f ) L 2 ( X r )
R3e
R em arks. Here c is the co-dimension of the polarizer, x t  =  (x t, , . . .  , x tr) ,x s  =  
(xSl, . . . ,  x So) where o is the dimension of the generic orbits and S  =  { s i , . . . ,  sc} is 
the collection of jump indices. In  3), 3c is the correct dim ension since n +  c — r  =  
(n — r ) +  c =  2c +  c =  3c.
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P ro o f. From chapter 3 we know that the action of ittT is given by
neT(x )f(y) =
2 i r t (  £  £ f j  (  .x n .y *  w ith  e v > t i ) ) )
e y=l f{Pex{x ,y ) , - - - ,P ec{*,y))
where p ek (x, y) =  x ek + y eic + p ek (xek+u yek+l, . . . ,  yeJ , i T =  £  l tsX l
tjET
Atj 5 Pek are polynomial in x , y.
Therefore
= J  <p(h)(-jreT (h ) f ,g )d h  
- / « * ) ( /  *£T(z )f(y)9(y)dy)dz
K" 3fic
2 i r i (  ( * « i + A lj. ( * , J.+ i, . . . ,* „ ,y fc  w ith  ek > t j ) ) )
e J=1
=  /
<p(z)f{Pel {z iy)i---iPec(z iy))9(y)dydz
r
2 * t (  5 2  £‘ i  ( Z‘ i + A ‘ j  ( * * j+ i» — i*n.VJfc w ith  e ic > t j ) ) )/




I e i=i <p(<i(x ^y))f{P(x^y))g(y)dxdy
R " + c
where g(x, y) comes from the change of variables
3 . _  f  *t.- +  ^ t. (*t.-+ i. • • •. 2n, yfc with ek >  ti) if i  =  for some i;
J \  z3i if j  =  Si for some i.
49
and
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R em ark. We may use Fubini in the previous calculations since,




<p(z)f(pei ( z , y ) , . . . ,  Pe c (* , y))g(y)\dydz  
= J  |<p(z)(ireT(z)f,g)\dh
<  MllMhWfWl
by the Schwarz inequality and the fact that 7r*r  is unitary.
So
( * eT (<P)f,9)
r
r ^ E ^ 1';
=  /  e >=l <p{q(x,y))f(P(x,y))g(y)dxdy
r
/
2 irt £t j  x t j  p
e >-t (  /  <p(q(x,y))f(p(x,y))g(y)dxs d y )dxT
Rr R3c
r
=  e t=l $ f tg(xT)dxT
Xr
=  $f,g{lT)
where the use of Fubini may be justified as above, and in fact this shows that 
$ / >g e L 1(3?r ). It  remains to show that 6  L2 (Ktr).
We will show that €  L 2(9ftr ).
First assume that /  and <7 are part of an orthonormal basis for L 2(3?c). Then 
by the Plancherel theorem and the definition of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm
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* / . » | [ = V
Rr
=  / | ( ^ r ( ^ ) / > ^ ) |  M r  
W
^ I h M L s ^
Rr
=\\<p\\l < 00.
So $ / i9 G L2 (W )  in this case. For arbitrary /  and g, the Gram-Scmidt process 
shows that f , g  are a linear combination of at most two basis vectors from some 
orthonormal basis. Hence by the linearity of $  in /  and <7, $  is a finite linear 
combination of L2  functions, and hence L2. □
E xam ple 4.2. We will continue with the use of example 3.2.2 from the previous 
chapter. In  this case we will restrict our attention to the representations 7r*T that 
come from the fixed polarizer
m =  3?—sp an {X i,X 2,X 3,X 5 — X ^ ,X q, X j }.
For <p £  L 2(0 )  f , 9  €  L2 ($i?) we have
( ^ r  (¥>)/> 0)
R9
=  f  g2’rt(^i(vi+Ai(i,y))+£2(y2+A2(z,y))+£a(y6+A8( * ,y ) ) )^ ^
R12
/ ( x 4 +  2/4 +  2/5, £8 +  2/8, x 9 +  y<3 )g(x 4 , x 8 , xg)dx^dx8 dxgdy
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where
M { * ,  y) =  2/5 ( 3 4  +  2/4 +  ^ 2/5 )
A 2{x , y)  =  -X82/3 +  2 / 6  (y4 +  2/5 + 3 4 ) — Xg (y7 -f  x4y8 +  (x8 +  y8)(y4 +  2/5 ))
4 } (3 ,y )  =  —39y8
Make the change of variables
2/6 = ^ 6  +  ^ 3 (3 , 2/)
2 1  =  2 1  +  A i(x ,y )
2 2  =  2 2  +  A 2(x ,y ) 
where, for ease of notation, yt- =  y* for i ^  6. Then
(% (¥>)/.!?>
/■ w ( e £,.-S'J
=  /  e •=! ^ ( 9 (3 , y ) ) / (3 4 +  2/4 +  ys,38 +  y8, x9 +  y9)g(x)dxdy
/* 2xi(
=  I  e i=l ${VT)dyT 
R 3
where {^ ,£ 2 ,^3 } =  {1 ,2 ,6} are the non-jump indices,
9i(3 ,2 /)
' y* 1 ,2 , 6
2/6 +  3 9  yg i= 6
=  2/2 +  3gy3 -  (2 / 6  +  39y8)(y4 +  y5 +  x4)+
39 (y7 +  34y8 -I- (x 8 +  yg)(y4 +  y5 +  39y8)) i= 2
< y i - y s  ( 3 4  +  2 / 4  +  |ys) i = i
and
$ (yT )
= ^ (y i,y2 ,ye )
=  /  ^ ( 9 (3 , y s ) ) / ( 3 4 +  2/4 +  2/5 , 3g +  y8, s 9 +  y9)g(x)dxdys 
R 9
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is î 2(3f?3) f̂ | JS1(3ft3). Notice that if in addition <p and g are compactly supported, 
then so is 4>. The compact support of the variables x  and ys  forces the compact 
support of the variables yT. □
C o ro llary  4 .3 . If tp e  L l (G) ( \ L 2{<&) and f , g e  L2^ )  then
lim  (TiT(<p)f,g) =  0.
|<r|-K»
P roof. By theorem 4.1 we may use the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma for Euclidean 
L1 functions. □
We are now in a position to prove a Szasz-Miintz theorem for these m atrix 
coefficients. For a differentiable function f  of k variables, let
/< » )( ,)  =  /(»■ ....« > ( „ ........sk) =   , * ) .
Theorem  4 .4 . Suppose that in addition to the conditions of theorem 4-1 we a/so 
know that <p and g have compact support. Then has an entire extension to C r . 
In addition if p  =  (/xl f . . . ,  p r) is an r-tuple of Szasz-Muntz sequences, £t  is a fixed 
element of the complexified dual, and
for every kx, . . . ,  kr then $ f i9 (It )  =  0 for all £ t .
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P roof. By the Euclidean Szasz-Muntz theorem and theorem 4.1 it remains to check 
that is compactly supported. By definition
So it suffices to check that <p(q(x,y)) f  (J3(x,y))g(y) is compactly supported. Prom 
the compact support of g we can see that y is compactly supported. By the compact 
support of <p and by property 3) from theorem 4.1 we can see that x$  is compactly 
supported. So it remains to see that xt  is compactly supported. We w ill work 
inductively starting with Xtr.
Notice by the triangularity conditions on the qj that
Since the y  are compactly supported and so is <p, we must have x tr compactly 
supported. Now assume that xtr, . . . , x t { + 1  are compactly supported, and consider 
x ti. Notice that qti (x, y) =  xu +  qti(xt{+ i , . . , , x n-,yek w ith ek >  t;). qti is 
a continuous function on a compact set, and hence bounded. Therefore by the
R em ark. In  definition 2.2 of a Szasz-Muntz sequence y  we require that the re-
®f,g(xT) =  <p{q{x,y))f(P(x,y))g{y)dxs dy.
qr{x,y) =  x tr +  qtr{yek with ek >  tr).
compact support of <p, x ti must be compactly supported. □
ciprocals of both the even and odd terms in y. sum to infinity. Recall that this
was necessary in order to have Szasz-Miintz theorems for functions with arbitrary
support (functions w ith support not necessarily in &n+). Notice that this kind of
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general theorem is necessary in theorem 4.4. Even if  we assume that the function 
tp has support in Rn+, the function <p(q) may have it ’s support anywhere.
E xam p ie  4 .2  continued. Theorem 4.3 shows that in our example if <p and g  have 
compact support then the m atrix coefficients for <p satisfy a Szasz-Muntz theorem. 
This assumes we are using the representations ir< that come from the fixed polarizer 
to. However when we started this example in chapter 3 we computed the generic 
representations using two different basis, one fixed, and one that rotated w ith £. So 
what happens if we use the representations 7f* that come from the rotating polarizers 




_ f  g2irt(̂ i (yi+Ai(x,y))+€2(y2+A3(i,y))+£« (y«+Aa(*,y)))
» 12
e2 ni*h{ y e - x ° y * ) 2 <p(y) 
i 2
/ ( ^ • ( j /6 -  xgys)  +  x5 +  z/5 +  ye,x8 4- y s , x g +  y g ) g ( x 4 , x 8 , x g ) d x 5d x sd xg d y
where
M  ( x , y )  =  — X5J/4
A 2 ( x ,  y )  =  - x s y z  -  x 9y 7 +  x 5y 6 +  2/52/6 -  xgxgy^ -  x sxgy5 -  x gy 5yg -  x 5x gy 8 
M ( x , y )  =  Xgt/g .
The problem here is two-fold: first we now have rational components in £1 , 
and second we have introduced components of £ inside / .  If  we add the assumption 
that /  has an entire extension to C 3, i.e. /  is the Fourier transform of a compactly
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supported function, then Lipsman and Rosenberg [3] have shown that the resulting 
m atrix coefficients have a Laurent expansion about £\ =  0.
However we also know that the representations from the two different bases are 
unitarily equivalent. So for each £ t  there is a unitary operator U(£t)  ■ L2 (?R?) —► 
L2{1ft3) such that
U(£T)*iT = * t TU(£T).





=  [  <p{y){U{£T){*iT{ y ) f ) W T ) g ) d y
R®
=  [  <p(y)(neT(y){u (i T)f),U(£T)g)dy  
R® 
= ( f tT{v ) ( U ( l r ) S ) M l T ) g ) .
The moral is that if you are willing to let the Hilbert space in which you model your
representations rotate with the polarizers, then you can have the nice behavior of
the representions coming from a fixed polarizer. □
For 0  as specified at the beginning of this chapter, we are ready to state a 
Szasz-Miintz theorem for the operator valued Fourier transform. We make use of 
what we know about the m atrix coefficients of compactly supported functions from
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our previous work. We would like to write a partial derivative of the operator valued
transform in terms of sums of derivatives of m atrix coefficients, however there is 
no guarantee that these sums w ill converge. We discuss this further in the remarks 
following the theorem.
T h eo rem  4 .5 (S Z A S Z -M U N T Z ). Let tp e  L2C(<3) and { & } £ i  C  L2C( ^ )  be a 
fixed orthonormal basis of L2 (lStc). Then
1) The operator valued Fourier Transform of (fiopi r̂) ■ L2 (Htc) —>• L2 ($lc) of tp has 
an entire extension to C r in the sense that
3 = 1
and each matrix coefficient $ f£ .  (It ) has such an extension.
2) If for each pair of basis vectors {&, there exists a parameterizing functional It
P ro o f. Notice that L\(fR.c) C L 1 (3?c) so that 1) follows from Theorem 4.3. ha 2),
OO
< P o p ( tT ) ( f )  =  $/,g, (lr)£j
and an r-tuple of Szasz-Muntz sequences f ii j  such that =  0, then <p =  0.
the existence of the Ssasz-Miintz sequence p i j  ensures that =  0 for all




by the nilpotent Plancherel theorem. □
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R em ark . Let /z =  (/zi,. . . ,  /zr ) be an r-tuple of Szasz-Muntz sequences. Formally 
define a partial derivative of <Pop(£t ) by the formula
=  £ ) * ? *  (<!■){#•
3 =1
As remarked before the theorem these sums do not necessarily converge, however for 
this formal definition theorem 4.5 shows that if  enough of these formal derivatives 
vanish, for all f  coming from the orthonormal basis and a fixed £t , then tp itself 
must vanish. In  this sense theorem 4.5 is the equivalent of a Szasz-Miintz theorem 
for the operator valued transform on a nilpotent Lie group.
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CHAPTER 5
MATRIX COEFFICIENTS FOR A GROUP 
WITH ROTATING POLARIZERS
In  chapter 4 we considered m atrix coefficients on groups that had a fixed po­
larizer m for all of the parameterizing functionals £? € U  D  Vt - We were able to 
show in this instance that these m atrix coefficients had an entire extension to the 
complexified dual space, and that they satisfied a Szasz-Miintz theorem.
We now want to consider an example where the polarizers rotate with £t - Much 
of nilpotent Harmonic analysis depends on making choices, choosing the correct po­
larizer, choosing a coordinate system, choosing a basis, etc. In  order to avoid am 
example where we simply made a poor choice for a polarizer we w ill work with an 
example where there is no one fixed polarizer for all of the parameterizing repre­
sentations. The group is the free abelian group on four generators, two step, which 
we w ill call F ^ .  The corresponding algebra will be called fa#.
We will proceed as follows: First we will show that polarizers for the param­
eterizing representations must rotate, then we w ill fix a family of polarizers that 
rotate with parameterizing £t  and calculate the m atrix coefficients for this exam­
ple. When we do that we w ill find that the matrix coefficients do not have an entire 
extension, however they have a Laurent expansion. From there we w ill consider 
possible Szasz-Miintz theorems in terms of the coefficients in the Laurent expansion 
of the m atrix coefficient, and we w ill prove a partial Szasz-Miintz theorem for
59
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The Szasz-Miintz theorem, we prove is not as strong as the Szasz-Muntz the­
orems for groups with a fixed polarizer. This example is important because it 
illustrates the difficulty when you go outside the class of groups we have proven 
Szasz-Miintz theorems for.
We start with a strong Malcev basis Y  =  {Z i,  Z2, Z3, Z4 , Z$, Z3 ,Y i ,Y 2 ,Y3 ,Y i}  
of / 4 2 ,with nontrivial bracket relations:
=  \Y2 ,Y3] =  Z3
[y u y 3] =  z 4 [y2,y4] = z5
[y u y 4] =  z 6 [y3,y4] = -z2.
The collection of generic orbits is given by the Zariski open conditions 
U =  {£\£\ 7̂  0, £i£2 — £4 ^ 5  +  3̂̂ 6 i 2 0}
(where £ =  £\Z\ +  . . .  -I- £qZq +  £{Y\ 4- . . .  4- £\qY4) and the non-jump and jump 
indices are the indices T  =  { 1, . . . ,  6} and S =  {7 ,8,9,10}.
The parameterizing functionals then are the functionals w ith the coefficients in 
the direction of S  set to zero. That is
17 P | Yt  — {£t \£-i  0 , ^ 2  — £4 ^ 5  +  £■%£■& i 1 0 ; £ 7  =  £3 =  £ 9  =  € 1 0  =  0}.
Notice that for generic £, dim r* =  |T| =  6, which is the dimension of the center
° f  / t .2- So this group has square integrable representations mod the center. In  the 
next section we show that any choice of polarizers for parameterizing £ must rotate.
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5.1 There is no fixed polarizer for the param eterizing functionals in / 4 ,2
Notice that m /r  =  { Z i , . . . ,  Z$,Yi, l iYz  +  £ ^ 2 } is a polarizer for each of the 
parameterizing functionals.
Let BtT be the antisymmetric bilinear form BeT( X ,V )  =  £t ([X,V]).  We will 
use B\t to denote the m atrix for BtT in the original strong Malcev basis. In  this 
case is the 10x10 m atrix







r 0 ■- h u £e 1
h 0 £3 £5
- u  -- h 0 — £2
L -4 , -- £ 5 £2 0 .
bl  =
Suppose that there were one polarizer m for all of the parameterizing functionals. 
Let W  =  {Wu . . . ,  W10} be a weak Malcev basis for / 4)2 passing through m. Let 
B ^  be the m atrix for Bit in this new basis. Again B™ has the form
0 0T>W _  
BIt  - 0 t g j
In  this case, since the basis W  passes through the 8-dimensional polarizer m, the 
m atrix bj£ contains a 2x2 submatrix of zeroes in the upper left comer. That is
0 0 P i,3 (^ t) P i,4 (£t )
0 0 P2,3 (^ t) P2,4 (£-t )
Pi,3 (£-t)  ~ P 2 ,3 ( £ t )  0  P3,4(^r)
P m (4 t) —P2,4 (^t) —P3,4 (^t) 0
where p i j  is polynomial in I t -  Let A  be the change of basis m atrix taking the 
original strong Malcev basis to the weak Malcev basis W (by hypothesis A is in­
dependent of £t )- So the i th row of A  contains the coefficients of the vector Wi
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in terms of the original strong Malcev basis. Then AFB\t A  — B ^ .  The first 6 
vectors in the new basis W  are central, so we may as well assume that they are the 
original central vectors from the strong Malcev basis. That is to say that A  can be 
represented as
A = I6 0 0 A'
where A' =  is a 4x4 m atrix, w ith rank 4, such that A,Tb̂ TA' =
W riting out the multiplication we have
Ol,l 0 2 , 1 03,1 04,1 ‘ ■ 0  - i i £ 4  £q ' 0 1 , 1  Oi, 2
Ol, 2 0 2 , 2 03,2 04,2 £1 0 £3 £5 0 2 , 1  0 2 , 2
Ol,3 02,3 03,3 04,3 1 1 0  - £ 2 03,1 0 3 , 2
Ol,4 02,4 03,4 04,4- - —£$ —4s 10 0 . 0 4 , 1  0 4 , 2
- 0 0 P i , 3  (4r) Pl,4(4r)'
0 0 P2,3 {£-T ) P2,4(4t )
-Pi,3(£r) —P2,3(4t ) 0 P3,4(4t )
-Pi,4(£r) ~ P 2 , a { £ t ) -P3,4(4r) 0 .
Consider the equation that produces the 0 in the (1,2) entry of the m atrix 6^ .  
Computing the corresponding entry from A'Ttf[TA' shows that we must have 
^ l(—a i,la2,2 +  a2 ,ia i,l) +  03,104,2 +  04,la3,2) +  ^3(a2,la3,2 ~  <23,102,2)
+  ^4(^1,103,2 -  03,101,2) + ^ 5 (a2,ia4,2 — 04,102,2) +  ^6(01,104,2 — 04,101,2) =  0. 
Here is where we can use the fact that we assumed m  was a fixed polarizer for all of 
the parameterizing £t.  First the coefficients are independent of £ t  as we have 
already stated. Since the above equation must hold for all of the parameterizing 
&Ti we get 6 independent equations
_01,102,2 + 0 2,101,1 = 0 —0 3 ,104 ,2 + 0 4 ,103 ,2 = 0 0 2 ,103,2 — 0 3 ,10 2 ,2 = 0
01,103,2 — 03,101,2 =  0 02,104,2 — 04,102,2 =  0 01,104,2 — 04,101,2 =  0.
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Notice that these are the determinants of all of the 4x4 minors of the m atrix
’ <*1 , 1  “ 1 ,2 '
“ 2,1 “ 2,2 
“3,1 “3,2
-“4,1 “4,2-
which contradicts the fact that the matrix A' must have rank 4. □
5.2 Laurent series for m atrix coefficients
Since any choice of polarizers for the parameterizing functionals must rotate, 
we w ill use the vectors { Z i , . . . ,  Zq, Yi, Y2 +  ^ * 2} as an almost strong Malcev basis 
for our rotating family of polarizers m*r , and we w ill use exponential coordinates. 
The vectors {Y2 ,Y^} w ill serve as a basis for our cross-section.
We are going to calculate the action of representations in this basis, and the 
m atrix coefficients. We w ill see that the m atrix coefficients w ill not be entire, but 
they w ill have Laurent expansions. We axe going to investigate what happens when 
some of the coefficients in  the Laurent expansion of these m atrix coefficients are 
zero, and we will state and prove a weak analogue of the Szasz-Muntz theorem for 
this case. Let
x =  ex-p(cL\Z\) • • • e x p fa Z ^ e x p fa Y i)  ■ • • exp(aioY^) 
y =  exp(p1Y2 )exp(/32 Yi).
Then for parameterizing £t  and /  6 L2(3?2), Theorem 3.3.1 reduces in this 
example to
* * r ( * ) / (y )
2 ?rt ^£1 ( a t i+ c * 7/3i ) + £ 2  ( “ 2+019/32) + ^ s ( a s + o t 9 (ot8+ ^ i —
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2wt ̂ £4 a*+£5 (as—ag/3a)+<# ^
£ 4
• / ( a  8 +  A  — ^ -a ^ a io  + /? 2 )- 
For a function 99 on the group, let 
<p(a) =  <p(a 1, . . . ,  £*10) =  <p(exp(onZi) • • • exp(a6 Z6 )exp(a7 Yx) • • • e2rp(ai0y4)).
For cp e  L 1 (F4,2) n L 2 (F4t2) and / ,  <7 G L2(&2) we have 
=  [  [  <p(<*)('KeT(a )f)(P)9(P)dPda
R10 R2
I"  2 - i r i ^ t i  ( c t i + a r P i )  + t a  ( a a + a a ^ a ) - ! - ^  ( a j + o j  ( a g + /3 i  — j
R12
27rt ̂ £404+^5 (as — ag/3j)-|-£« (ag—ar/3a) ̂
•<p(a)/(a8 + /? i -  j - a 9 , a i 0 +  p 2 )g(0 )dpda. (1)
If  we assume that 93, <7 have compact support and that /  has an entire extension 
to complex 2-space we can show that the m atrix coefficient $ f ,g(tT) is holomorphic 
in the region {It  G C 6|£i ^  0}. Before we prove this we give a name to the L 2(9?n) 
functions that have an entire extension to complex n-space.
D efin itio n  5 .2 .1 . Let
L2H{Rn) =  { /  €  L2 (Un)\f has an entire extension to C n}
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R em ark. L2H($t.n) includes the Paley-Wiener class of functions: functions that are 
Fourier transforms of compactly supported L2 functions.
Lem m a 5.2.2 If  <p €  L * (ft10), g G L2(& ) ,  and /  €  L2H( & )  then * / iJ7(£ t) has a 
holomorphic extension to Co =  {£t  £  C 6|£i ^  0}.
P roof. It  suffices to prove that the function is holomorphic in the indicated region 
in each variable separately. To do this we will use Morera’s theorem. Let
= v(a )S W )  e  £ ? (» “ ) C ^ ( S 12)
and
h (£  0) ^ir* ^ l ( a i '*"a7^ l ) " ^ 2 ( a2‘*’a9^2) '* ’^s ( as‘*'a 9 (a8 ' ^ l ~ ^ i ' a ® ) ) )
2irt^£4a4+<s (<*5 —<*s/3a)+£« (<*s —arPi)^
•/(as +  P i — y-<*9 ,oiio + P 2 )
*•1
so that =  /  h-(iT,a,P)iff(a,P)dadp. Notice that for each fixed a, ft the
R1S
function h(a,0 , •) is holomorphic in the region Co- Also notice that for each fixed
It , h(-, •, £t ) is continuous in a ,0 .  In  particular h(-, •, £t ) is bovmded on the support
of V'- Let 7i be a simple closed curve in the i th coordinate plane. For 70 assume that
the origin is not on nor in the interior of this curve. Finally let 7 =  71 x . . .  x 76.
By the Cauchy integral formula J  h(a,0,£T)d£T =  0 for each a ,0  so that
7
J i f ,g( iT)diT = J  J  h(£T, a , 0 )i>(oc, 0 )dad0 d£T
7 7 R12
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=  J  f m ,  a,(3)ip(a, P)diTdadp
7
=0
Here we have made use of the fact that a function in several variables is holo­
morphic if  and only if  it is holomorphic in each variable separately. The main point 
in the proof of the lemma is ensuring that the Fubini argument will work. □
To get a (weak) Szasz-Miintz theorem for this group we look at the coefficients 
in the Laurent expansion of the matrix coefficient $  f t9  about zero:
oo oo oo
j i= —ooj3=0 io=0
W hat we want to know is how many of these coefficients must be zero for all 
such f ,g  before we can say that <p must be zero. These coefficients are going to 
involve partial derivatives in the £2 , • • •, ̂ 6 directions. These derivatives are compli­
cated by the appearance of the £\ term in several places.
Let C i , . . . ,  Cs be six circles about the origin, one in each coordinate complex 
plane. Since is entire in £2 , . . .  ,£e the coefficient c ^ ne is given by the 
formula:
cn'i,...,nQ = ( 2 ni ) 6 J J J ■ • ■. W  . . .dix
Cl c 2 c , 1 6
Cl
....
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where Di is the partial differential operator in the i th coordinate and
D p  ■■■ D p i f j h ,..., 4 ) = ....",)(4 ,.... 4 ).
We will use of a modified equation (1) to compute these coefficients. In  equation
(1) make the following change of variables:
01 =  oci +  ocjPi a$ =  0:5 — OC3P2
02 =  0.2  +  Qfg/?2 Oq =  OCQ — ClTfa
0-z =  0:3 +  OL9 (0 -8  +  /? i )  CLi =  o:<, i  >  7, i  =  4.
Then
$ /,y (4 r)
~ J e <p(p(a,P))f(an +  Pi ~  2£~ a9,axo +  p 2 )g(P)dpda (2)
where p is the polynomial change of variables outlined above:
p,(a,/?) =  Oi, i >  7,i =  4 ps(a,P) = a 3 -  a 9(a 8 +  Pi)
p6(a ,/?) =  a6 +  a7/?2 P2 (a,P) = a 2 -  agp 2
p5 (a ,p)  =  a5 + a 8/?2 Pi (a,/?) =  <*1 -
Now we are ready to compute • • • >0). From (2) we see that,
by passing differentiation through the integral
iS -T “ ’" * ) ( 4 , . . . , 4 )
=  (2„)"»+ ««+". /  e V .  '  a2=a?ap<p(p(a,t3))
/(<*8 +  0 i -  ^7 -09,010 +  p 2 )g(P)dpda.
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In  the £3 direction, notice that the coefficient on £3 in the complex exponential
* £4 ttg n
1S a3 ~  So
^ n 2,ns,n8,n«)(4 j  ^
r £ .a2
=  (27Ti)"2+ns+n5+na J  e a?’ (a3 -  ^ ) nsa£*C <p(p(a,/?))
p
f (a 8 +  f t  -  2^ 09, aio +  p 2 )g(p)dpda. (3)
The derivative in the £ 4  direction is complicated by the appearance of this term  
in three places. Because of this we use the rule for the derivative of a product of 
three functions:
= £ £ ( “)
Jfc=0 j =0 w
This formula applied to (3) with n =  714 and
</,(«4) =  M t t ) =  (a3 -  =  / ( a 8 +  /J, -  £ - a , , a l 0 + M
yields:
$ ^ )n3in4>n5)n«)(£l 5. . . 34 )
/  \  /? \  r 2ir»f Y ' /faj — 1 *2?  ̂1
(“3 “  W r ’ ~1 4 (:w y ' (a< ~  r ~ 'x ' < c *iW a ’ /3))-
/<**->«>(a8 +  ;% -  ^ a 9,a 10 +  ^ ) { ^ - ) k- - = ' m d ? d a  
where /M  is the nth partial derivative of /  in the first variable.
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To compute the coefficients we need the derivatives at the points (^ i,0 ,. . .  ,0): 
(£l j 0, . . . , 0)
—  V 1, ( 2 ' r r i ' \ n * + — + n * - k *  \  f  °i n ^ 2 n.n a ( ~"g9 V * n n + ~ k * n n * n n « .
" h * ’ UJ \h)J ^  % ( % > a* “5 °6*4=0j4=0 Ria
£ (p (a ,/3 ))/(fe* J<)(a s + /? i,a 10+/?2 ) ( - ^ ) fc4 u g(J3)dpda 
= E  E  (27ri)”-+" +"--‘< (̂ 4) Q‘) I  e2'“'- ( i ) ‘<0J’aJ’-*-
fc4=0 i<=0 jg12
a I< -l ‘ aJ'‘C < 4 '+I'*9(p (0,^ ) ) / ( fc<-i<l(<l8 + f t ,o „ , + l h ) 3 ( f lW d a
= E  E  rf(n2 n») [  e2'*'1 “' (f )*• ' 5X ' c 4*+i<■
k+=Q J4=0 j j 12
£ (p K £ ) ) / (fe,_j4)(a8 + ^ i,a io  +  /% )g(p)dpda  
where d(n2, . . . ,  n6) =  (27ri)na+- +na-fc< (£ )  (*J) ^ ( - l ) * 4. So
cf,gTli r*‘»̂ 6
=  5S ^ r r ^ i / ^ f f * &  ........
Ci
/ ^ ( £  i > *  "•> /
C .  '  ̂ 4 — 0  J 4 — 0  «012x  \ ( C 4 — U J 4 — U j g I 2
aJ»o^+*v (p (o ,/3 )) /(‘ < -i<)(a8 + f t , o 10 + /J 2)j(/J )« J < fa W
= ^  E  E  <0*..... - )  /  (s i  /  i p r
* 4 — O j 4 — 0  JJ12  C l
+/9i,“io +  lh)g(P)dpda. (4)
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where
— f  —e2"a 'a'(±-)k<d£i2m J  g?1+1 £i
C i
1 r  1 - . .
= — —  I ---------- ------------2m J  g? i+ k*+1
C i
is the rii +  coefficient in the Laurent expansion (note that ni can be negative) 
of the function
,2ir**i«i =  y '  (2 7 r z a i)J ^  
v—n J'3 =0
Therefore
[  — — -jrre2niliaid£i =  {  C2r^ + ~fc!y~ if  +^4 >  0; 
27tz J ^  « I  0 otherwise.
I f  we combine this with (4) we have
cf ' 9Til
*54—0.74—0 0012 r!.RI* C i
a ?  a ? - jAa ? - k*a?a?a%A+j< • 
<p{p(a,P))f(‘k<~u ) (a8 + P i,a io  +  p 2 )g(P)dpda
^4=0 j4=0 3fi12
<p(p(a,P))f{k* u ) ( a & + P i ,a io + p 2 )g(P)dpda (5)
where
d(n,fc4) =  |  n2!-"n9̂ (n1+fc4) ! ^n2’ ' ' ' i f  +  fc4 >  0; 
I  0 otherwise.
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5.3 A Szasz-Miintz theorem for F,4,2
Now that we have calculated the coefficients cf'f _ we will state a weak 
Szasz-Muntz theorem for the m atrix coefficients on The theorem is Szasz- 
M iintz in nature because will not require all of the coefficients in the Lament series 
to vanish in order to show that <p vanishes. On the other hand the theorem is not as 
strong as a full Szasz-Muntz theorem because we do require that for Szasz-Muntz 
sequences n \ ,722, 723, 725,716 and for each pair f , g  the coefficient c ^  na vanish for 
all n4, instead of a Szasz-Miintz sequence 724.
It  is interesting to note that although n\ can assume negative values, we do 
not use these. We will only consider a positive Szasz-Miintz sequence n\.
Th eo rem  5.3.1 Let cp E L2{$ ) ,g  E L2 (fft2) , f  E L 2H{9?2) and for each integer 
n\ and positive integers n2, . . . ,  726 let be the ( n i , . . . ,  n6) coefficient in
n i, 722,713,715,716 vary over a Szasz-Miintz sequence, while n4 varies over N . If 
cn'i,...,n6 =  0 f or such 72i,. . . ,  726 and for all the specified / ,  g then <p =  0.
P ro o f. We are going to proceed by induction on 724. In  fact we will show that for 
every 724
for a i , . . . ,  03, 05, . . . ,  a-io almost everywhere, which proves the theorem.
We would like to be able to use one of the Euclidean Szasz-Muntz theorems. 
In  order to do that we need to know that <p(a,(3)g(/3) is compactly supported.
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the Laurent expansion for the matrix coefficient (ire.T{<p)f,g). Let each variable
J  a2*(p(ct)don
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C la im . i){a ,P)  =  <p(jp(a,P))g(P) is compactly supported on 3f?12.
P roo f. By the definition of the change of variables p,
<p(p(a,p))g(p)
= tp ( a i - a 7 P i ,a 2 —agp2 , a 3- a 9(a8+ /? i), a *, a5+ a 8^ 2> oc6 + a 7p2, a 8, a9, a i0 )g(p).
The compact support of g guarantees the compact support of p. The compact 
support of ip guarantees the compact support of <*10, • • •, < * 7  and 0 4 . In the other 
variables we have a translation by a polynomial which is defined on a compact set, 
and hence is bounded. This guarantees the compact support of the other variables 
<*1, 0:2, 0:35 <*6- □
Now we proceed w ith the proof of the theorem. Start with the case 714 =  0. 
By (5)
0 =  f  a^la^aa^3 a^a^<p{p(a,P))f(a8 + p i , a 1 0 + p 2 )g(p)dpda 
R*2
=  f  a r a22a3Sa55a66^(p(aJ ^ )) /(a8 +Pu& io + P 2 )g(P)dadp 
R12
for Szasz-Muntz sequences 711, 712, 713, 715,715 and for all of the specified f ,g .  Fubini 
is justified here since <p(p)g has compact support in  L 2, and hence a ^ a ^ a ^ a ^ a g 6- 
<p(p(a,P))g(P) is L1. Since this integral is zero for every g 6  L 2(3?2), for almost 
every P we have
0 =  f  a"l a2 2a%3 a5 Sa%e(p (p (a ,P )) f (a s + P u a io + p 2 )da.
Ri°
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Since the class L2H(W?) contains the Paley-Wiener class, it is dense in L2 (R2). 
Therefore for almost every ag, aio,/?
0 = J  a" 1 a£2a j3a£®age <p(p(a, P ) )d a i . . .  da?dag.
R*
By the Szasz-Miintz theorem 2.4, applied to the sequences n i,n 2 ,n$, n$, n$ we
have
0 = J  0 {p(a,P))da^da?dag (6)
for almost every a \ , a i , 03, 05, a$, as, aio, P-
A t this point it becomes clear that the variable a7 is going to be hard to handle. 
Notice that in formula for the coefficients c&f n9  the only place that a? appears 
is in (p. In  other words we don’t have a monomial in a7 to help us ‘eliminate’ this 
variable. It  is here that the change of variables p  comes to the rescue. Really we 
are integrating over surfaces that are parameterized by Pi,P 2 - To take advantage 
of this we take a Fourier transform in severzil of the variables of (6).
More specifically for almost every xi,X 2 ,x^,xq we have:
0 =  J  e2nt(Xiai+x*a2+Xaaa+Xa<tâ  <p(p(a, P))daida2 da3 da4 daeda?dag.
R7
Now undo the change of variables p in the a i, 0 2 , a$, ^6 directions and partially 
in a3. We take
a i =  a \  —  a ? P i  <x$ =  a $  +  a $ P 2
ct-2 — 02  — a g P 2 a $  =  a $  +  a ? P 2
<*3 =  ^3 +  agPi cc{ =  otherwise.




<p{ci\, a 2, 013 +  agcta, 0 4 , . . . ,  a-io) da.1d.a2 dots da±  das da? dag
_ ̂  Q 2 -K i(a iX i+a2X2+c taX i+a tX a+cn (^ ix i—aTfi2X^)+ag(fi2^2+0i^s))  
ft*
( J f t a u a 2 , a 3 + a a a e , a t , . . . , ai<>)d a i ) i a i d a 2da 3 d a 6da 7 d a ,
ft
^ (a s .a g .a ^ jC ^ lj^ ^ S j^ e iA ^ l ~  ^2^6>/?2^2 +/?1^3)
for almost every 21, x2, s3, X6, as > <*8 > <*10, /?.
Here ip(a5,a ,1alo) is the Euclidean Fourier transform of the function
¥>(«* ,ag,aio ) (a ) — J r ̂ (ai> a 2j a 3 "I" ^9^8 j f*4j • • • 1 ^10 )rfO£4-
ft
On a set of full measure in 3ft4 the m atrix
X\ —Xq 
X3 x 2
has a nonzero determinant. On this set of full measure
Xi —Xe Pi yi
23 22 A . y2.
has a solution for any j/i,y 2. Combined w ith what we know from above we have
0  =  ^ ( a s .a g .a io )  (® 1>  x 2 j x 3 i  x 6 1 V l > V i )
for almost every x i , x2, £3, x$, a5, ag 5 «io > V• Therefore
^ ^(e«5,ag,aio) (̂ ■l> j ^3> ^9)
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for almost every si,S2,S3,S6,a:5,a:g,a:io,t. From the definition of y5(aSiQg atl0) we 
can conclude that for almost every a i , . . . ,  aio
0 =  j  <p{a)do^.
R
Let’s sum up what we have done here as a lemma:
L em m a 5.3.2. For (p €  if
[  a"l a£2a£sa£8a£*£(p (a ,/? ))/(a8 + /? i,a 10 +  (h)g(P)df3da =  0
R 12
for every g G L 2(&2), /  €  L 2H($t2) and for n x, 712, 713, 715,716 members of five Szasz- 
M iintz sequences then
0 =  J  <p(a)dot4  =  J  <p(p(a,(3))da4
R R
for an ,. . . ,  0:3, 0:5, . . . ,  acio,P almost everywhere.
R em ark . Notice that we cannot do any better than this, since we have only used 
714 =  0.
P ro o f. A ll that remains to show is that
0 ~  J  <p(p[a,P))da4
R
for a i , . . . ,  £*3, 05, . . . , c*io,/3 almost everywhere.
This follows since p{on) =  <*4. □
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R em a rk . Lemma 5.3.2 is related to Radon transforms. We started with
0 =  J  < p (p (a , P ) ) d a ^ d a r d a g
5c3
for almost every a i ,02, 03, as,O6,a8>Gi0i/?
It  turns that the change of variables p  means we are integrating over surfaces 
that depend on p.  We are able to use this to reduce this integral to an integral over
To finish the proof of Theorem 5.3.1 we w ill use induction on n4 and Lemma 
5.3.2. Now consider the case n± =  1. Then
1 *4 /•
0 =  X  d(n>fc4) /
i . — n  — n  J*4=0 J4=0
< p ( p ( a , P ) ) f (k< u ) ( a 8 + P i , a i o  +  P 2 )g(p)dpda
<p(p(a,/3))f(a8 + (3 i ,a i0 +  p 2 )g(p)dpda
J4=0
<Pip{^P))f {1  J4)(g8 + /? i,a io  +  /?2 )g(P)dpda.
By Lemma 5.3.2 we know that
0 = J  <p(a)da4 =  J  <p(p(a,{3))da,4
for almost every a i , . . . ,  a3, a5, . . . ,  aio,p . Therefore
a”1+fc“ a”2 a"3 _i< a”5 a
¥ > ( p ( a , P ) ) f {1 u) (“8 +  £ 1, «io +  P 2 )g(P)dpda
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for every / ,  g. We conclude that
0 =  f  a?l o£aa£sa4a£5a£8£(p(a ,/? ))/(a8 +  £ i,a 10 + /32 )g(p)dpda
for every /,<? and for n i ,722, 723, 725,716 terms in a Szasz-Muntz sequence.
Now we may apply Lemma 5.3.2 to the function ip(a) =  a4y?(a), since ip(p(a, (3)) 
=  a4y>(p(a,/?)). We can conclude that
0 =  J  ctA<p{a,(3 )dci4 .
ft
For the induction step we may assume that 0 =  f  a?i<p(cc)dot4  for every j  <  n4,
ft
and we must prove this for 724. By the assumption of the theorem
n4 fc4
° = E  E  <*(».*=«) f
l  n -  n «
» + j 4
“1 “2 “3 “4 “5 “6 “9
fc4 =0 J4 =0 jj, 2
(P(p(a,P))f{k*~3<)( ^  + P i ,a io  +  p 2 )g(P)dpda. (7) 
By the induction hypothesis if 724 — fc4 <  ?24 then
0 =  f  a?l+fc4a£aa£s~J' X 4_fcX 5C a94+:7*-
f t13
<p(p{a,P))f('k*~u ) (a* + ^ i , a 10 +/?2)p(/?)d/3da
for every / ,  <7 and for 721, 722, 723, 725,726 terms in a Szasz-Muntz sequence. Therefore 
we must have fc4 =  0. Combine this with (7) to see that
0 =  f  a^1a^:ta^3a^ *a^ a^(p{p(a ,P ))f(ag+pu aiQ+P2)9(P)dpda  
ft13
for every f ,g  and for 721, 722, 723, 725,726 terms in a Szasz-Miintz sequence.
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Now apply Lemma 5.3.2 to this integral to see that
0 =  J  a^*(p{a)doi^
tst
for a i, (*2, c*3, <*5, - • • , aio almost everywhere. □
R em ark. We w ill show in the next chapter that in groups with representations 
that are square integrable mod the center the trace transform (times the Pfaffian) 
has an entire extension to the complexified dual and satisfies a weak Szasz-Miintz 
theorem. I t ’s interesting to note the seemingly different behavior between these two 
transforms, especially since the trace transform can be expressed as a sum (albeit 
infinite) of m atrix coefficients.
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C H A PT E R  6 
TH E TRA CE TRANSFO RM
Now that we have considered the operator valued transform and its matrix 
coefficients in detail we want to turn our attention to the trace transform. We want 
to prove a Szasz-Miintz type theorem for the trace transform on groups that have 
flat orbits and a fixed radical for all of the parameterizing representations (this 
includes the groups that have square integrable representations mod the center [5]).
Let <3 be the nilpotent Lie group under consideration, and <p 6  C |° (0 ). The 
trace transform of ip is defined in terms of the operator valued transform
OO
T r n e(ip) =  ^ 2  (**(¥>)£»,£»)•
n=l
It  turns out that as in Euclidean space the trace transform has nicer properties 
when suitably normalized. So we w ill consider not the trace transform but the 
absolute value of the Pfaffian times the trace transform,
<MQ = \ P m \ T r * ' M -
Generally the trace transform does not have an entire extension to the com­
plexified dual space, even when ip has compact support [3]. But when the group is 
as specified above the transform <pTr (£) w ill have entire extension, if  tp is compactly 
supported, and in fact it w ill satisfy a Szasz-Miintz theorem.
79
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The proof centers around the parameterizing map V' for the collection of generic 
orbits:
i > - - ( u O v T) x V s - + u
is the map defined by the the condition that iP(£t , £s ) is the unique point in the 
orbit OiT such that p s  where p$ : 0* ->• Vs is projection. Here
Vt  =  9£—span{Xt*. € T }, Vs =  ft—span{X*; |st- £ 5 }
Let tp0 =  <p o exp. It  is known then that
T rv iT(<p) =  j p ^ r )| J<Po(i’(i T , ts ) )d ts
vs
or
’P t M t )  =  /  <P0 { ^ T ^ s ) ) d i s ,
V s
where d is  is normalized Lebesgue measure on the Euclidean space Vs.
Consider a group where the the orbits for the generic functionals are flat, and 
there is one fixed radical for all the parameterizing functionals t? .  So for each I?, 
r iT =  r  is an ideal and OtT =  £ +  r 1- (where =  {^ E  =  0})- Since r  is an
ideal we may take a strong Malcev basis { X i , . . . , X n} passing through r.
Therefore r  =  ft—span{Xtf |t< E  T }, since U is a non-jump index if and only if 
there is a vector Yti E  ft—sp an {X i,. . . , X ti_ i}  such that X t{ +  Yt{ E  r.
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In  particular for parameterizing £t  we have 0 i T =  £T +  r ±  =  £? +  V5. So the 
parameterizing map iP(£t , &s ) is the map iJ)(£t , &s ) =  &T +  &S- We have
radical variables.
Unfortunately the trace transform can vanish on a set of positive measure in 
U n  Vt  while <p ^  0. So there is no hope of proving a full fledged Szasz-Muntz 
theorem as we did for the m atrix coefficients. However we can prove the following 
variations.
Th eo rem  6.1 If ip €  C°°(<5) and compactly supported on r then <pTr{£) : V r -» C  
has entire extension to V p  and satisfies a Szasz-Miintz theorem. In particular if  
are Szasz-Muntz sequences, £? is a fixed parameterizing functional, and
for every k i , . . . , k n G N n then <p T f ( £ t )  =  0*
P ro o f. The theorem follows from the above arguments and the Euclidean Szasz-
In  this case the trace transform turns out to be a partial Fourier transform in the
^ l ( * l )  +  —+ M r(* r )
Muntz theorem, Theorem 2.6. □
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T h eo rem  6 .2  If<pE C£°(<Z5) then (<p* * <p)Tr(i) : V t  C  has entire extension to 
and satisfies a Szasz-Miintz theorem. In particular if  \i\ , . . . ,  \iT we Szasz-Muntz 
sequences, c t  is a fixed parameterizing functional, and
0M l(* l)+ -+ M fc r) ------ -
=  o
for every k i , . . . , k n E N “ then <p =  0.
P roo f. I f  (p E C |° (0 ) then so y?* *  <p. The above theorem shows that
TririT(<p* *<p) =  \\irtT(<p)\\2H- s  =  0
for all parameterizing It - The Plancherel theorem for nilpotent Lie groups now 
shows that (p vanishes. □
d£?l{kl)
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